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ABSTRACT
A PROCEDURE FOR DEVELOPING A COMMON METRIC IN ITEM RESPONSE
THEORY WHEN PARAMETER POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTIONS ARE KNOWN
FEBRUARY 2008
PETER BALDWIN, B.A., TULANE UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Lisa A. Keller

Because item response theory (IRT) models are arbitrarily identified,
independently estimated parameters must be transformed to a common metric before they
can be compared. To accomplish this, the transformation constants must be estimated and
because these estimates are imperfect, there is a propagation of error effect when
transforming parameter estimates. However, this error propagation is typically ignored
and estimates of the transformation constants are treated as true when transforming
parameter estimates to a common metric. To address this shortcoming, a procedure is
proposed and evaluated that accounts for the uncertainty in the transformation constants
when adjusting for differences in metric. This procedure utilizes random draws from
model parameter posterior distributions, which are available when IRT models are
estimated using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods.
Given two test forms with model parameter vectors Ay and Ax, the proposed
procedure works by sampling the posterior of Ay and Ax, estimating the transformation
constants using these two samples, and transforming sample X to the scale of sample Y.

vi

This process is repeated N times, where N is the desired number of transformed posterior
draws.
A simulation study is conducted to evaluate the feasibility and success of the
proposed strategy compared to the traditional strategy of treated scaling constants
estimates as error-free. Results were evaluated by comparing the observed coverage
probabilities of the transformed posteriors to their expectation. The proposed strategy
yielded equal or superior coverage probabilities compared to the traditional strategy for
140 of the 144 comparisons made in this study (97%). Conditions included four methods
of estimated the scaling constants and three anchor lengths.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Modem test theory offers the promise of item-independent and personindependent estimates of person and item parameters, respectively. This property of
invariance is among the most attractive features that distinguish item response theory
(IRT) from earlier measurement theories—most notably classical test theory. However,
because the measurement focus of IRT is limited to latent variables, the invariance
property cannot be interpreted in an absolute sense; rather, it is qualified invariance:
parameters are invariant up to a linear transformation. This qualification poses numerous
challenges to measurement specialists that must be overcome before the benefits of
invariance can be realized.1
To address one of these challenges, a strategy was developed for transforming
parameter estimates from multiple linearly related scales onto a common metric. Other
strategies exist for this purpose, what makes the proposed strategy novel is its use of
estimated parameter posterior distributions to account for the propagation of error that
occurs during transformation. How this is accomplished and an outline of the purpose of
the study will be presented shortly; until then, background on the invariance property and
a detailed statement of the problem are presented.
1.1 Invariance and the Identification Problem
Parameter invariance postulates that model parameters remain constant—up to a
linear transformation—for any sample from a given population. In practice, parameters

1 A note on terminology: throughout this document, “test” is used out of convenience, but
could easily be replaced by a measurement instrument of another kind (e.g., survey or
inventory). Likewise, the latent trait being estimated could be proficiency, attitude,
psychological state, or any other measurable quantity.
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are never known, and this property is loosely interpreted to mean that parameter estimates
are expected to be more or less sample-independent. Of course, strictly speaking, for a
given sample this cannot be true because of measurement error; parameter invariance is a
property of parameters—not their estimates. However, when samples are not too unusual
and error is random, estimates are expected to be invariant on average although, again,
only up to a linear transformation. To the extent invariance fails, differences are
attributed to random sampling error, provided that the model fits.
That IRT models have invariant parameters is not surprising—parameter
invariance is a common feature of regression models (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985;
Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991; Lord, 1980). Moreover, it makes intuitive
sense that this property exists. It is reasonable to expect, for example, that examinees of a
given proficiency will have the same probability of answering a given item correctly
regardless of the cohort with whom they were assessed.
The important qualifier, “up to a linear transformation,” is due to the arbitrariness
of the proficiency/difficulty scale origin and unit. Because the traits being measured are
latent (unobserved), the proficiency/difficulty scale only has meaning with respect to
other model parameters reported on the same arbitrarily defined metric. This
indeterminancy is known as the identification problem (Hambleton & Swaminathan,
1985).
A closer look at IRT models makes the identification problem obvious. Consider,
for example, the three-parameter logistic model (3PL):

Dcij (8-bj)

Pl(ui = \\0,ai,bi,ci) = ci+(\-ci) |

2

+

eDai(Q-bi)

’

(1.1)

where Pi{ui - 11 6,ai,bi,ci) is the probability of an examinee with a proficiency of 9
having a response w, = 1 to item /, D is a scaling constant equal to 1.7, the role of which is
described below in section 2.1.1, and abt, and a are the discriminating power (which is
proportional to the slope at the curve’s inflection point), the difficulty, and the pseudo¬
guessing parameters, respectively, for item i (Birnbaum, 1968).
Equation 1.1 is ordinarily interpreted to be a function of aj(6-bi) (Lord, 1980).
Thus, the following transformations will linearly transform the 9metric:

*

ai

a.
=~>

(1.2)

r

b* = by + 77,

(1.3)

9 = 9y + 77, and

(1.4)

*

ci =

ci»

(1.5)

where a], b], c*, and 9 are aj, b„ Ci, and 9 transformed to the adjusted metric and y and
77 are the slope and intercept of the linear transformation line—i.e. the transformation

constants—respectively. Note that the pseudo-guessing parameter is on the probability
metric and, thus, requires no transformation.
By rewriting the exponent from Equation 1.1, ai(9-bi), using the relationships
described in Equations 1.2 through 1.5, the relationship between the non-transformed and
transformed exponents is brought into high—and predictable—relief:

-«*(0* - b*) = -—([9y + 77] - [by + 77])

r
= -—(y[9-bi] + [ri-ii])

y

3

--(y[0-*,■] + [<>])

7

<*i7(0-ty)
7

(1.6)

= -a.(0-6;.)
It is clear that transforming the exponent in this manner will not affect its evaluated
value. Therefore, the probability of a correct response using the adjusted parameters,

(1.7)

is equal to the probability of a correct response using the unadjusted parameters:

(1.8)
Because this relationship holds for any real yand 77 (except y= 0), the origin and
unit of the proficiency/difficulty metric must be arbitrary. The identification problem can
be resolved by convention or whim, but in any event, it must be resolved. The most
common convention is to scale examinee proficiency to have a mean of zero and unit
variance (Baker, 1996, 2004; Baker & Al-Karni, 1991; Hambleton & Swaminathan,
1985; Lord, 1980), but others exist—e.g., Rasch scaling in which ^-parameters are all
fixed to 1 and the mean of the 6-parameters is set to 0 (Zimowski, Muraki, Mislevy, &
Bock, 2003).
Unless special measures are taken when independently calibrating multiple
samples (e.g., requiring equivalent proficiency distributions for each sample and
identifying the model based on the convention described above), a linear adjustment is
needed before the independently estimated parameters are made comparable. This
adjustment is at various times called scaling, Unking, or equating, and must take place
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when scales associated with two test forms (e.g., Year 1 and Year 2) are defined
independently. The research reported here proposes and evaluates one strategy for
making such adjustments.
In the context of psychometrics (especially with respect to modem test theory),
scaling, linking, and equating are at times used interchangeably and at times used to make
subtle distinctions among several related concepts. To avoid confusion it may be helpful
to offer a brief discussion of the various uses of these terms, including how they will be
used throughout the remaining chapters.
1.1.1 On the Semantics of Scaling, Linking, and Equating
Scaling may refer to two distinct ideas. First, in the social sciences, it is often used
to describe the process of ordering or measuring putatively quantitative latent traits—e.g.,
Likert Scaling (Likert, 1932), Thurstone Absolute Scaling (Thurstone, 1925, 1927),
Rasch Scaling (Rasch, 1960, 1961). In this sense, the entire enterprise of measuring latent
variables may be referred to as scaling—e.g., IRT is a scaling theory. The second use of
scaling refers to the process of transforming a previously defined scale—i.e., rescaling.
A further distinction can be made between two general rescaling purposes even
though the actual transformation may or may not differ. Scaling may refer to any
rescaling done for convenience, including both linear and non-linear transformations
done to aid in score interpretation. Alternatively, scaling may refer to any linear
transformation done to correct for scale differences across multiple calibrations that result
from the model identification problem. It may happen that both purposes are
accomplished by a single transformation such as when the reference metric has already
been scaled for convenience and an independently calibrated second form is scaled onto

5

the reference scale. Still, this distinction is useful for many applications including the
research presented here.
Thus, it has been asserted that in addition to the familiar definition of scaling
broadly describing the measurement of latent variables, scaling may also refer to
rescaling. Furthermore, it has been suggested that differentiating between two general
rescaling purposes—scaling for reporting convenience and scaling for comparability—
may be useful. The topic of the research presented here relates to scaling for
comparability and therefore in the chapters that follow, the term scaling will only be used
to refer to scale transformations that adjust for scale differences across multiple
calibrations. Using scaling in this restricted manner is done to avoid confusion, not to
aver preference.
When the underlying trait is the same and scaling is successful, parameter
estimates from multiple calibrations are expressed on a common metric, which allows
comparisons to be made. The enterprise of furnishing comparable parameter estimates is
often referred to as equating', however, strictly speaking, scaling obviates equating in the
context of 1RT, at least when IRT parameter estimates (or a known transformations of
them) are the estimates of interest and the tests are measuring the same construct
(Hambleton et al., 1991). The reason for this is that unlike scaling, equating does not
assume equivalency of scales even after the appropriate linear adjustment. This implies a
substantive difference between scales that is absent in the context of scaling (at least by
assumption). For example, even assuming that number correct scores from two different

‘ When IRT scores are not the scores of interest, scaling may be a prerequisite for
equating: an additional procedure (e.g., equipercentile equating) must be carried out to
yield comparable scores.
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test forms result from a common underlying trait, a given score and the characteristics of
its respective assessment remain inextricable. It is this substantive difference between
scales—not between traits—that is mediated by equating. In this way, equating seeks to
answer the question: given a score on test form X, what is an equivalent score on test
form Y1 In contrast, this question is irrelevant for IRT proficiency, which remains the
estimated parameter regardless of test form. This distinction is one reason, for instance,
that equating, unlike scaling, does not require a linear relationship between scales (a
principle taken to its logical conclusion in Van de Linden, 2000). In IRT, equating is
unnecessary when the estimates of interest are model parameters because the scales are
not substantively different. When a common trait is measured by two forms in IRT and
the trait estimate is the score of interest, all that is needed is scaling, which adjusts only
for trivial (arbitrary) scale differences.
Scaling procedures typically require the assumption that the two tests are
measuring the same construct and that the model fits. However, when constructs vary
somewhat or the IRT model does not fit well, a scaling procedure may still be applied to
the data and may still be called scaling. However, when this is so, the term linking is
sometimes preferred over scaling (or equating) to emphasize that the comparability of the
parameter estimates is limited in some way (Linn, 1993; Mislevy, 1992)3. (Note that
when the term linking is used in the context of linking designs or linking items, it has yet
another meaning. This is discussed below in section 2.3.1) Distinguishing between
limited comparability and interchangeability is often useful when discussing transformed

3 The process of generating non-interchangeable scores that have restricted comparability
is also sometimes referred to as scaling to achieve comparability (American Educational
Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on
Measurement in Education, 1999).
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values because the extent of comparability is not indicated or guaranteed by the term
scaling alone.
For this study, the test forms are parallel, proficiency distributions are not widely
discrepant, and data are model-based. Therefore, it can be assumed that if placed on a
common metric, estimates will be interchangeable excepting estimation error. For this
reason, the strategy that is the subject of this study is referred to as a scaling strategy.
However, in general, whether this strategy results in interchangeable estimates or merely
somewhat comparable estimates depends on the circumstance in which it is applied.
1.2 Statement of Problem
As discussed above, when two tests forms are calibrated separately, an adjustment
is needed to account for the difference in the arbitrary scaling of each form’s model
parameter estimates. Equations 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 may be rewritten for this purpose:

iY

a

’

b.y = biXa + P, and

0y

= 0X^

P

5

(1.10)

(1.11)

where ajY is the ^-parameter for item i from scale X, aiX, expressed on scale Y; b*Y is the
6-parameter for item i from scale X, biX, expressed on scale Y; 6y is any specific
proficiency value from scale X, 0X, expressed on scale Y; and a and P are the particular
slope and intercept of the linear transformation line that describes the relationship
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between scale X and scale Y. Once a and p are known, these formulae make it a simple
matter to adjust the parameters from scale Xsuch that they are on scale Y.
Recall that the pseudo-guessing parameter (c-parameter) or lower asymptote
parameter is expressed entirely on the probability metric (the ordinate) and therefore is
not subject to any adjustment:

CiY

CiX •

(1.12)

While not subject to transformation, the c-parameter complicates things somewhat in
practice, where its value is always estimated and the equality in Equation 1.12 fails to
hold; however, this issue lies beyond the scope of the current study.
The invariance property posits that separately calibrated item parameters for the
same item(s) will be equal up to a linear transformation. In other words, when certain
items appear on more than one form or certain examinees take more than one form, their
respective parameters are equal once placed on a common scale:
a;iX
aiY

bjy

aiY

bjY

biXa + p,

6y = (fY = 6xa + P, and

CiY ~ CiY

(1.13)

a

CiX

(1.14)
(1.15)
(1.16)

Items appearing on more than one form are referred to as anchor items, linking items, or
common items.
One identity that does not depend on a common metric was shown in Equation
1.8: P*(ui - 11 £f ,a*,b. ,c*) = Pi(ui = 11 0,ai

,b. ,c;). However, this can be written in such
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a way that it does rely on a common metric by setting any parameter (or parameters)
equal to its transformed value. Typically, this is done with proficiency:
PiY O, =110, aiY, biY, c/Y) = P.Y (ui = 110, aiY, b\Y ,ciY).

(1.17)

Note that the proficiency variable, 0, is the same in both expressions. Thus, for this
equation to hold true, the parameters and the adjusted parameters must be expressed on a
common metric.
Several methods have been proposed for estimating the scaling constants (labeled
a and /? above)—all of which rely on these five identities in one way or another.
However, note that in practice, when true parameters are not known:
A
/v

aiY

/\ *
«

aiY =

H

-y

„

(1.18)

,

a

(1.19)

b„~b'„=blxa + i

3,

(1.20)

0Y ~ 0Y = Qxa + P, and

CiY

CiY

(1.21)

CiX '

a
PjY(ui — 110,aiY,biY,ciY) ~ PiY(uj = 110,aiY,biY,ciY) = PiX{ui = 110,-r-,biXa + /3,ciX)

a

(1.22)
That is, a relationship of strict equality cannot be assumed because of parameter and
scaling constant estimation error. Rather, transformed quantities only approximate their
reference quantities.
Note that unlike in Equations 1.13 through 1.17, Equations 1.18 through 1.22
denote the scaling constants as a and

to indicate that these values are estimated.
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Alternately, the labels A and B are sometimes used rather than a and p (of course, in
either case, they are nothing more than arbitrary conventions). While these naming
conventions may be helpful reminders, concern over the estimation error associated with
the scaling constants’ estimates typically goes no further than these labels. Indeed,
nothing is done to account for the propagation of error that occurs when the model
parameter estimates —the actual quantities of interest—are transformed.
1.3 Purpose of Study
The error propagation that arises during scaling is addressed by the current study,
which proposes a new strategy for developing a common IRT scale that attempts to
meaningfully incorporate estimation error into the entire scaling process. The term
strategy> is used here to distinguish the proposed procedure from methods for estimating
the scaling constants. This strategy does not involve a new method for estimating the
scaling constants. Rather, it uses existing methods in a novel way such that the
uncertainty in the scaling constants and model parameters is accounted for when
transforming the model parameter estimates. This strategy can be implemented when
posterior distributions are available for the model parameters. Details about the
application of this strategy are provided in the Methodology chapter (chapter 3) below.
The estimation error in the scaling constants may be of little practical
consequence (Baker, 1996; Ogasawara, 2000, 2001). Just how little depends on many
things, including the intended use of the item and person parameters, the inferences they
inspire, and the decisions that they inform. When model fit is acceptable, the scaling
constants are generally expected to be well-estimated and any uncertainty in their

11

estimates is not expected to have a tremendous impact on the transformed point estimates
or the inferences they inspire.
Because error in the scaling constants tends to be modest and mostly random
(Ogasawara, 2000, 2001), current methods may be sufficient for many applications.
Indeed, the new strategy proposed here is not expected to necessarily improve
transformed parameter point estimates in most cases. Nevertheless, it is hoped the
proposed procedure has merit because: (a) it provides a theoretically more satisfying
scaling solution by incorporating more information into the scaling process, (b) validity
concerns over the nature and magnitude of scaling error can be allayed by incorporating
scaling error into the transformed posterior distributions of the item and person
parameters, and (c) the transformed posterior distributions may yield superior standard
error estimates for model parameters.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter begins with a description of the item response models used in this
study, the estimation method chosen to estimate the model parameters, and the rationale
for this choice. It continues by describing the various linking designs and methods for
estimating the scaling constants currently in use. This chapter closes with a brief
discussion of methods for estimating scaling constant error and how the goals of such
methods differ from the goals of the scaling strategy proposed here, which is concerned
with accounting for scaling error, not measuring it.
2.1 The Item Response Models
Item response theory postulates a probabilistic relationship between (a) a latent
examinee trait 0, (b) the characteristics of an item (item parameters), and (c) the observed
examinee response to the item. Given 6 and the item parameters, the item response model
will provide the probability that an observed response will be positive (e.g., correct).
All item response model estimation carried out for this study was done using the
estimation software SCORIGHT (Wang, Bradlow, & Wainer, 2004a). SCORIGHT fits a
limited but flexible set of response theory models; however, in some cases estimates were
rescaled to approximate other similar models. These alternate models will be noted as
they arise along with the rationale for their use. It should be emphasized that many
response models have been proposed or are in use other than those presented here. These
may be of considerable interest to some readers, but their description lies beyond the
scope of this study. Finally, it should be noted that the model parameter posterior
distribution draws that were used for this study were not simply the posteriors provided
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by SC0R1GHT—these posteriors were first adjusted (why and how are described below
in chapter 3).
2.1.1 Response Models for Dichotomously-Scored Items
Tests included in this study were comprised of two different item types:
dichotomously-scored items with guessing and dichotomously-scored items without
guessing. Each of these item types is modeled differently by SCORIGHT.
Dichotomously-score items with guessing are modeled using the three-parameter
logistic model (3PL):
a; (6-bj)

PMi = 1 1 ^aitbnCf) = c, + (1 - cf)

1

ai (6-b,-)

(2.1)

+ £?a'

This model, with the addition of a scaling constant, was introduced above in section
1.1.1, Equation 1.1.
The likelihood function, L(U I A), for the 3PL can be expressed as follows:
N

n
1 -Ur.

7=1

(2.1)

/=1

where U is a matrix of responses for N subjects and n items, P(A) is the formulation
shown in Equation 2.1 evaluated for a specific person j and item i, and A is a set of item
parameters and person parameters, A = (0,a,b,c) where:

0 = «9,

e2

...

eN),

a = (a]

a2

...

an),

b = {bx
c = (c,

b2

...
c2
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bn), and
...

cj.

Note that conditional independence across items and subjects is assumed here—hence the
likelihood may be computed by simply taking the product over both.
The logistic function is typically used because it can be made to approximate
another well-known sigmoid function—and its item response model predecessor—the
normal ogive, but is mathematically more tractable (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).
Even so, it may also be viewed as possessing intrinsic merit (Bimbaum, 1968; Holland,
1990). In any case, Equation 2.1 is perhaps more commonly written as:

(2.2)
where D is a scaling constant equal to 1.7. The scaling factor results in comparable model
parameters between the normal ogive and the logistic models. Specifically, Haley has
shown that:
|0(x)~ T^Ar)! < .01

for all x,

where O(x) is the cumulative normal distribution function and T^ZTt) is the logistic cdf
(as cited in Bimbaum, 1968). To avoid confusion, all findings will be reported on the
more familiar nomial metric—i.e., the scaling constant will be included. Note, however,
that SCORIGHT reports dichotomous item results on the logistic metric; here, aparameters for these items will require rescaling.
Dichotomous items without guessing are treated as a special case of the 3 PL,
wherein the lower asymptote, c, is fixed to 0, resulting in the less general two-parameter
logistic model (2PL):

(2.3)
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The likelihood function shown in Equation 2.1 also applies to the 2PL. Again, note that
SCORIGHT does not rescale to approximate the normal ogive, but that all results
reported here will be transformed such that they approximate the normal metric to aid in
interpretation.
Because SCORIGHT estimates parameter posterior distributions using a fully
Bayesian model, a set of prior distributions, k{X I

A), must be specified for every model

parameter. For this study, relatively uninformative default priors were used for all model
parameters; please see Appendix A for their description.
2.1.2 A Word on Bayesian Estimation in the Context of the Present Study
There are two important points to be made about Bayesian estimation. First, for
the avoidance of doubt, the scaling strategy proposed here is not Bayesian. Second,
although the IRT model parameter posteriors are obtained using a fully Bayesian model,
there is nothing about proposed scaling strategy that requires the posteriors to be obtained
using a Bayesian model. Indeed, the proposed scaling strategy is indifferent to the origin
of the posterior draws. SCORIGHT was used here because it provided a convenient
means of obtaining draws from the posterior distribution and for no other reason.
Because the proposed scaling strategy does not capitalize on Bayesian
methodology nor does it specifically require Bayesian estimation software such as
SCORIGHT, the topic of Bayesian estimation is treated rather lightly here; please see
Appendix B for a somewhat more in-depth treatment. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that Bayesian methodology has certain features that make it attractive for this, and many
other applications. For this study, random draws from the parameter posterior
distributions are needed that take into account the relationships among the parameter
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estimates. SCORIGHT models these relationships and thus the draws correlate in a
natural and meaningful way. (The potential value of modeling these relationships is
discussed in section 3.1 below.) Indeed, because such output is provided as a matter of
course by SCORIGHT and other Bayesian estimation software such as BUGS
(Spiegelhalter, Thomas, Best, & Gilks, 1995), Bayesian estimation is a logical and
convenient choice for this study even though no specific prior knowledge about the
model parameters is incorporated into the model. Nevertheless, as is typical, relatively
uninformative default priors were used to prevent estimates from taking on unreasonable
values (see Appendix A for details).
2.1.3 Fixing Person Parameters and Identifying the Response Model
Person parameters and item parameters are typically estimated simultaneously by
SCORIGHT. However, in this study it was critical that the model parameters and their
estimates be expressed on a common scale to evaluate the results. To this end, 6's were
not estimated but instead fixed to their true values, which identified the model such that
the reporting scale was, for all intents and purposes, the same as the generating true scale.
In a certain sense, this restriction is decidedly not in the spirit of Bayesian estimation, and
furthermore is rather unrealistic inasmuch as true parameters are never known in practice.
Nevertheless, as with all simulation studies, to compare estimates with truth, some
concessions must be made.
2.2 Linking Designs and Estimating the Scaling Constants
Below, methods for estimating scaling constants are described in some detail;
however, before this can be done, a discussion of linking designs is needed. (Note that
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linking designs refers to a different concept than linking as described in section 1.1.2
above.)
2.2.1 Linking Designs
To estimate the relationship between scales associated with two separately estimated test forms, say Form X and Form Y, some common set of elements (a link)
must exist across the scales. This link may be actual (e.g., common items on each form)
or may be assumed (e.g., equivalent proficiency distributions across examinee samples)
but, in any case, must be sufficient to estimate the relationship between scale X and scale
Y, if scaling is to yield comparable scores4.
Generally speaking, there are four categories of linking designs: (a) single group,
(b) common-person, (c) equivalent group, and (d) anchor-test (Hambleton et al., 1991;
Wingersky, Barton, & Lord, 1982). The single group design requires all examinees to
take both Form X and Form Y. If parameter invariance holds, proficiency estimates for
each examinee should be the same—up to a linear transformation—except for random
measurement error. Thus, the linear relationship between scale X and scale Y may be
estimated by considering the linear relationship between the examinee scores. Provided
the sample is large enough, this design yields a strong link between forms. However, the
increased testing time and potential for fatigue among test takers makes this design an
impractical choice for many applications.
Common-person designs employ the same principle as the single group design,
the only difference being that the “single group” comprises only a subset of examinees

4 It should be noted that “sufficient,” as just used, is subjectively defined. Whether a link
is sufficient or not depends on the purpose of the test and importance of the inferences
made from the test scores.
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rather than the entire sample. Thus, for this subset of examinees, the problems of the
single group design remain.
Equivalent group design again uses the same principle as the single group design
but avoids the problems of extended testing time and examinee fatigue by utilizing
equivalent (or more likely randomly equivalent) samples. That is, two unique samples are
used but the moments of their respective proficiency distributions are assumed to be
equivalent. Because the shortcomings of the single group and common-person designs
are avoided, this design may be preferable for applications where equivalent groups are
available.
The final design, anchor-test, uses common items rather than common (or
equivalent) examinees. In the anchor-test design, a subset of items (the anchor-test)
appears on both forms. As with person parameters, parameter invariance implies that the
item parameter estimates are expected to differ only due to random estimation error, up to
a linear transformation. Anchor item parameter estimates can then be used to estimate the
linear relationship between each form’s arbitrarily defined metric. Anchor-test design is
the most feasible and widely used linking design (Baker & Al-Kami, 1991). The current
study uses this design.
2.2.2 A Word about Concurrent Calibration and Fixed Common Item Parameter Scaling
Perhaps the most theoretically satisfying solution to the different metrics that
result from the identification problem does not involve the estimation of scaling constants
whatsoever. In concurrent calibration, two forms linked by any of the four linking
designs described above may be estimated concurrently, which results in a common
metric for both forms. For example, given an anchor-test design, item and person
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parameters for both forms and samples may be simultaneously estimated by treating the
missing response data as not reached (Hambleton et ah, 1991). While in some case, this
approach may lead to problems due to missing data, concurrent calibration has much to
recommend it—most notably, it obviates the need for estimating scaling constants
altogether. However, despite this and other advantages, its superiority has not been
unequivocally demonstrated (e.g., Beguin et al., 2000; Hanson & Beguin, 2002; Kim &
Cohen, 1998). What is more, this approach may not always be feasible such as when
linking to a pre-existing item bank or linking to a scale on which cut-points have already
been located.
These feasibility issues may be avoided by using the Fixed Common Item
Parameter (FCIP) strategy. In this approach, an anchor-test design is employed wherein:
(a) all item parameters from the reference form are estimated in the conventional manner
and, (b) non-anchor-item parameters from the second form are estimated while fixing the
anchor-item parameters to their respective reference-form estimates. However, this
procedure has been shown to underestimate growth under certain conditions (Baldwin,
Baldwin, & Nering, 2007; Jodoin, Keller, & Swaminathan, 2003; Keller, Keller,
Baldwin, 2007; Keller, Skorupski, Swaminathan, & Jodoin, 2004; Skorupski, Jodoin,
Keller, & Swaminathan, 2003). Additionally it requires practitioners to treat anchor-item
parameter estimates as true.
2.2.3 Estimating the Scaling Constants
A number of methods for estimating the scaling constants have been proposed
over the past 40 years. Most of these can be grouped into one of two general families: (a)
methods that utilize summary statistics associated with the item parameter estimates
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(sometimes called moment methods) or (b) methods that minimize a loss function (Baker
& Al-Kami, 1991). Next, each of these families will be introduced and details about the
well-known methods in each family will be discussed.
2.2.3.1 Summary Statistics Methods
Item difficulties (6-parameters) and item discriminations (^-parameters) are
estimated on the difficulty/proficiency metric, although ^-parameters, being proportional
to the slope, are affected only by the unit of the scale, not its origin. Because they are
expressed (at least partly) on the difficulty/proficiency metric, anchor-item parameters
can be used to estimate the slope and intercept of the linear transformation line that
describes the relationship between independently calibrated test forms. When working
with parameter estimates, which is always the case in practice, summary statistics of
anchor-item parameter estimates serve the same function as item parameters, while
allowing some of the random estimation error to cancel out.
2.2.3.1.1 Mean/sigma method
One of the most straightforward procedures for estimating the scaling constants is
known as the mean/sigma method. The mean/sigma method is little more than an
expression of the invariance property with respect to a set of item difficulty parameter
estimates and thus is frequently presented without citation (e.g., Hambleton et al., 1991).
Nevertheless, while no one claims authorship to the method, Marco (1977) published one
of its earliest descriptions in the context of the familiar logistic IRT models, and,
although his description is little more than an aside, his paper is cited by some authors
when referring to this method (e.g., Baker & Al-Kami, 1991; Kim & Kolen, 2004; Kolen
& Brennan, 2004). Moreover, he was not the first to describe it. Indeed, a decade earlier
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this method was described by Lord and Novick (1968), albeit in the context of the normal
ogive model. These authors attributed the method to Tucker (1948), who wrote an
extremely brief note (a few paragraphs) about the general approach two decades before
that.
Authorship aside, the method itself can be derived as follows. Recall that
Equation 1.3 posited:
b* = bj

+ 7].

This equation shows how an item difficulty parameter (bj) reported on a given scale can
be transformed such that it is reported on some different scale (b]) when the linear
relationship between the scales is known. Note that b, and b] refer to the same
parameter—each expressed on a different metric. However, because item difficulty
parameters are invariant, the same relationship exists in an anchor-test design. In this
case, anchor-item difficulties are expressed on two different scales, say scale X and scale
Y, and Equation 1.3 can be written as:
biY = bjXa + P,

(2.4)

where subscripts X and Y denote the scale on which the parameter is expressed. Note that
a and /?have been substituted for yand 77 to comply with the notation above, which uses
a and /3 to denote the slope and intercept of the specific linear transformation line that
describes the relationship between scale X and scale Y. Furthermore, note that Equation
2.4 may be solved for p:
P

biY

bjXa.

(2.5)

Because the slope and intercept terms (a and p, respectively) are constant for all anchor-
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items, Equation 2.5 may be rewritten as follows:
n

n

n(3 — ^^bjY — ^biXa,
/=i

/—I

where n is the number of anchor items. Dividing both sides by n, it follows that:

or, more compactly,
p = bY-bxa.

(2.6)

Equation 2.6 is the formula for computing the intercept of the linear transformation line
using the mean/sigma method.
Substituting bY - bxa for ft in Equation 2.5 and subtracting bxa from both sides
yields:
abiX — bxa = biY - bY.
By squaring both sides and summing across all n anchor items, this can be rewritten as:

«2lX-M2=2>,y-M2
(=1

/'=]

Finally, dividing by n and taking the square root produces:

X(fo,y -b,y
n
This may be written more compactly as:

aox

=

oY

which provides the formula for computing the slope of the linear transformation line:
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a=

a,
°x

(2.7)

where aY and ox are the standard deviations of the anchor-item ^-parameters for forms
Y and X, respectively.
Equations 2.6 and 2.7 are not only simply derived from Equation 2.4, they are
intuitive: the slope of the transformation line should be the ratio of the standard
deviations and the intercept should be the difference between the (adjusted) means.
These formulae reveal that a and ft may be computed given only two anchor
items. However, in practice item parameters are unknown and item parameter estimates
must be used instead. For this reason, it is advantageous to have as many anchor items as
possible to ensure that a and ft are well-estimated. Given enough anchor-items,
mean/sigma may perform well enough for many applications. Still, two families of
refinements to the mean/sigma method have been proposed. These refinements are
discussed next.
2.2.3.1.2 Robust mean/sigma methods
Because mean/sigma is implemented using item parameter estimates, there has
been some optimism that the estimation of the scaling constants could be improved by
weighting a given 6-parameter’s estimate by its supposed estimation quality. These
methods are known as robust methods. Linn, Levine, Hastings, and Wardrop (1980)
suggested the first of these robust methods, which involved weighting 6-parameters by
the inverse of their respective standard errors. However, just because confidence in a
parameter estimate may be low, it does not necessarily follow that its estimated value is
far from its true parameter value. Likewise, just because an estimate has a relatively small
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standard error is no guarantee that its estimated value is close to its true parameter value.
Thus, the strategy proposed by Linn et al has the disadvantage of weighting estimates
without regard for their proximity to the linear transformation line (upon which true
parameters must fall, if the model fits and a and (5 are known).
Conversely, Bejar and Wingersky (1981) weighted items based on their deviance
from the linear transformation line without regard for their standard errors. While this
strategy allows for the possibility of an estimate with a large standard error to
nevertheless happen to be relatively accurate, it fails to prevent poorly estimated
parameters from exerting too much influence under certain conditions. Here, poorly
estimated and biased 6-parameters may introduce systematic error into the transformation
constants.
To circumvent the shortcomings of the preceding approaches, Stocking and Lord
(1983) proposed a method, the robust iterative weighted mean and sigma method\ that
weighted 6-parameter estimates by both their vertical projection onto a regression line
(deviance) and their standard errors. Still, even this approach has not been widely used by
practitioners.
2.2.3.1.3 Mean/mean method
Loyd and Hoover (1980) proposed a modification of mean/sigma, referred to here
as mean/mean, wherein the mean of the anchor-item ^-parameters (or in their original
1PL formulation, the common ^-parameter from each form was used) is substituted for
the standard deviation of the 6-parameters in Equation 2.7. On one hand, this substitution
appears to be disadvantageous because 6-parameters tend to be more stable and accurate
than ^-parameters; however, as Baker and Al-Kami (1991) observed, means are less
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sensitive to distributional characteristics than standard deviations and thus mean/mean
may have merit. Indeed, some studies have found it outperforms the mean/sigma method
(e.g., Ogasawara, 2000).
Mislevy and Bock (1990) have proposed an alternative to using the arithmetic
mean for ^-parameters, which tend to be log-normally distributed. These researchers
suggested using the geometric mean, which is equivalent to the exponentiated value of
the arithmetic mean of the log transformed values. Of course, other various distributional
characteristics could be used here (e.g., mode, medium, first quartile, etc.); however,
since the geometric mean falls closer to the maximum (i.e., the point of greatest density)
of the supposed log-normal ^-parameter posterior distribution, it is more stable than the
arithmetic mean.
2.2.3.2 Loss Function Methods
Loss function methods work by minimizing some loss function that expresses the
difference between the two separately calibrated metrics, at least implicitly. One fair
criticism of the summary statistics methods is that they do not utilize both a- and bparameters (except for the mean/mean approach) nor do they account for the relationship
between parameters. Loss function methods were intended to overcome these
shortcomings.
Methods in this family are typically referred to as characteristic cwve methods—
a name coined by Stocking and Lord (1983)—or, more recently, characteristic curve
transformation methods (Kolen & Brennan, 2004), because the two most well-known
methods in this family (essentially) minimize the area between item or test characteristic
curves (ICC’s or TCC’s, respectively). Flowever, although not discussed in detail here.
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other lesser-known methods from this family exist that do not use characteristic curves
explicitly (e.g., Baldwin, 2004; Divgi, 1985).
2.2.3.2.1 Haebara characteristic curve method
Haebara (1980) was the first to propose estimating the transformation constants
using what later became known as a characteristic curve method. Conceptually (but only
conceptually), one can think of this method as a strategy for finding the scaling constants
that minimize the sum of areas between each anchor-item’s reference and transformed
ICC’s:
n

““

"=XJ

a:

PY (0Y I a„, biY, c„) - p; (eY\=f, bjXA + B, 4) doY

9

(2.8)

rI

where H is the quantity that is minimized and n is the number of anchor items. Note that
6y is the variable in both PY and PY . This is permissible (in fact, necessary) because the
transformation constants being estimated are the particular ones that describe the
relationship between scale X and scale Y, which means that Equation 1.15
(Qy = Qy = Qxa + f3) applies and thus 6y may be substituted for 6xa +

.

In practice, the formulation in Equation 2.8 has no solution for the 3PL case
because H = °° for all A and B due to the differences in the estimates of the lower
asymptotes across calibrations. For this reason, and for computational simplicity, a
quantity monotonically related to the sum of areas over a fixed interval is estimated even
in the 2PL case. Specifically, this quantity is the sum of squared differences across
various 6y, which may be written as:
N

k

n

i

a;
Py (6k I aiY,biY,ciY) - Py (6k \ ~,blXA + B,ca)
L
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-i2

(2.9)

where N is the number of examinees (or proficiency values). Here, the A and B that
minimize H can be detennined iteratively.
Various approaches have been considered for the summation over proficiency
values. Because these approaches apply equally to the Haebara characteristic curve
method and the Stocking and Lord characteristic curve method (which is introduced
next), a discussion of summation strategies will be delayed until after the description of
the Stocking and Lord method.
2.2.3.2.2 Stocking and Lord characteristic curve method
Stocking and Lord (1983) proposed a strategy very similar to Haebara (1980).
The innovation in Stocking and Lord’s approach was to minimize the difference between
the anchor test characteristic curves (the sum of the anchor-item characteristic curves)
rather than to sum the differences between the anchor item characteristic curves. Thus,
for Stocking and Lord, the H to minimized was:
N

Hsl =

ii

ZI
k

a
PY(0k\aiY,biY,ciY)-p;(ek\-f,blXA + B,ciX)
A

Note that the item summation occurs prior to squaring in contrast to Equation 2.9.
Neither Haebara’s nor Stocking and Lord’s procedure has been conclusively
shown to be superior to the other. Haebara’s approach may be viewed as somewhat more
stringent in that differences between ICC’s have no opportunity to cancel each other out
as they do in Stocking and Lord’s method (Kolen & Brennan, 2004). However, it could
also be argued that such canceling out is desirable. Indeed, when parameter estimation
error is exclusively random, as

E(HSL) = 0 , which could be viewed as

theoretically preferable, though not necessarily substantively superior. In addition, in the
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case where the eventual goal is true-score equating, Stocking and Lord’s emphasis on
TCC’s appears to make their strategy a better match, at least theoretically.
2.2.3.2.3 Summation strategies for characteristic curve methods
Haebara (1980) suggested summing over every proficiency estimate from both
FormX and Form Y. One advantage of this strategy, noted by Kolen and Brennan (2004)
and Baker (1996), is that it is symmetric (i.e., the transformation equation to transform
Form X to Form Y is the inverse of the transformation equation to transform Form Y to
Form X) provided the non-base form O's are adjusted by 0*=A0+B . Although symmetry
is an attractive property, for these characteristic curve methods, this property will exist
when summing over any (appropriately adjusted) set of proficiencies; the particular set of
O' s corresponding to the sample of examinees have no special importance. However,
when the metrics are not too far apart to begin with, and when the examinee samples are
representative, this strategy serves as a convenient mechanism for optimizing the solution
for the regions with the greatest proficiency density (which may or may not be desirable).
Similarly, Haebara also grouped examinees proficiencies into intervals and then summed
over intervals, weighting each interval by its respective proportion of examinees.
Stocking and Lord (1983) used a spaced sample of 200 examinees from the base
form, although they emphasize that the set of proficiencies used was arbitrary. Still, that
this strategy uses a spaced sample rather than an equally spaced sample, results in a
solution optimized for the particular distribution of the sample, assuming the sample was
randomly drawn.
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Refining these weighting strategies somewhat, Zeng and Kolen (1994) replaced
the set of proficiency values with integration over the ability distribution. Obviously, for
this strategy, the ability distribution must be both continuous and known (or estimated).
Baker and Al-Kami (1991) eliminated such (non-uniform) weighting altogether
by utilizing an equally spaced set of values. Given that the points of particular
measurement interest may not coincide with the densest areas of the proficiency
distribution, equally spaced values may have considerable merit for some applications.
2.2.3.3 Two Factors That Seem to Improve the Estimation of the Scaling Constants
While there may be many reasons for performance differences across methods for
estimating the scaling constants, two stand out. First, some methods utilize only bparameter estimates and some utilize both the ^-parameter and the /^-parameter estimates.
The latter methods are often shown to outperform the former (e.g.. Baker & Al-Kami,
1991; Hanson & Beguin, 2002; Kim & Cohen, 1992; Ogasawara, 2000, 2001). This
difference may explain the relative success of the characteristic curve methods and the
mean/mean method compared to mean/sigma (Ogasawara, 2000, 2001).
Numerous studies have shown that characteristic curve methods tend to
outperform moments methods (e.g., Baker & Al-Karni, 1991; Hanson & Beguin, 2002;
Kim & Cohen, 1992; Ogasawara, 2000, 2001). Besides utilizing both ^-parameter and the
^-parameter estimates, characteristic curve methods capitalization on the property shown
in Equation 1.17: F*r(w, = 11 0,aiY,biY,ciY) = PiY(uj - 110,a*Y,b*Y,c*Y). That is, these
methods minimize the discrepancy between expected proportions of correct responses—a
quantity dependent on all model parameters in concert. In this way, the contributions of
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the a ’s and b' s in the estimation of a and /3 are not independent, but instead interact and
work together as they do in the IRT model itself.
2.23.4 A Word About Model Parameter Estimation Error
Parameter estimation error is not accounted for explicitly by any widely used
method for estimating the scaling constants. Nevertheless, an argument could be made
that estimation error is, in a limited sense, accounted for implicitly. What is meant by this
is that without parameter estimation error, all methods yield the same result, namely the
true a and /?; therefore, different methods may be viewed as different strategies for
producing robust estimates of a and

in the face of item parameter estimation error.

However effective these “implicit” approaches may be, a method that accounts for
parameter estimation error explicitly may offer improvement over current methods.
Developing such a method may prove difficult. As was seen with the robust mean/sigma
methods above, meaningfully and productively incorporating parameter estimation error
into the estimation of the scaling constants is challenging. Thus, the scaling strategy
proposed here attempts to incorporate parameter estimation error into the scaling process
in a natural and meaningful way without specifically incorporating it into the estimation
of the scaling constants.
2.3 Estimating Scaling Constant Error Versus Accounting for Scaling Constant Error
There has been very little research on estimating the error in the scaling constants.
In this section, two approaches that have been studied are presented. Following this, the
section ends with a short note emphasizing the difference between estimating scaling
constant error and accounting for scaling constant error.
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2.3.1 Estimating Error in the Scaling Constants
The first study on estimating the error in the scaling constants was by Baker
(1996) who examined the sampling distribution of the scaling constants. His approach
was to simulate 4,000 samples from a common population proficiency distribution. A
response vector was generated for each simulee in each sample for four different test
forms, 1,000 samples per form. Forms were linked using an anchor-test design. Each
form was then calibrated for each sample (i.e., 1,000 times each). Using the Stocking and
Lord method described above, estimates associated with various pairs of forms were then
scaled such that they shared a common metric. This yielded a distribution of scaling
constants (A and B) for each form combination. Baker found that these distributions were
well-behaved for the conditions studied (1996).
Baker’s approach to estimating the uncertainty in the scaling constants is
straightforward and his findings provide important validity evidence in support of the
Stocking and Lord method. However, this approach is not feasible in operational settings
where only one sample is typically available.
For operational use, Ogasawara (2000, 2001) derived formulae for estimating the
scaling constants’ standard errors. Like Baker, Ogasawara looked at the sampling
distributions of the scaling constants. Ogasawara then went on to use the standard
deviations of these observed distributions as criteria to evaluate the standard error
estimates produced by his procedure. He found that his proposed procedure for
estimating the standard errors of the scaling constants performed well (i.e., the mean
estimated standard error was both very stable and very similar to the observed standard
deviation).
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Measuring scaling constant error may provide evidence for validity purposes or
for comparing the relative performance of various methods for estimating the scaling
constants. However, while such evidence may be'valuable, the quantities of interest are
ultimately the model parameters, not the scaling constants themselves. Thus, it should
also be of interest to account for such error in the transformation of the model parameter
estimates. However, it is one thing to estimate error in the scaling constants and it is
another thing altogether to account for it during scaling.
2.3.2 Accounting for Error in the Scaling Constants
Because model parameter estimation error results in scaling constant estimation
eiTor, when model parameter estimates are transformed to the scale of interest, they are
transformed imperfectly. It would be desirable to account for this imperfection by
adjusting parameter estimates’ standard errors (or posterior distributions) in a manner that
reflected this added uncertainty. After all, because they have been subject to an imperfect
transformation, one should be less confident in the transformed estimates. The purpose of
the scaling strategy proposed here is to adjust the confidence in the transformed estimates
to reflect the error in scaling, making it distinct from the traditional scaling strategy.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
As outlined in section 1.2, because of the identification problem, metrics from
separate calibrations of different test forms are arbitrarily defined. Consequently, to
compare model parameter estimates across test forms, an adjustment called scaling is
required. As described above, typically this adjustment is made by estimating the linear
transformation line that describes the relationship between the two independently
determined scales. Most often, this is accomplished using one of the methods described
in section 2.2.3 within an anchor-test linking design. Once the slope and intercept (a and
P) of the transformation line are estimated (by A and B), parameter estimates are
transformed using the transformation Equations 1.9-1.11.
Two concerns arise from this approach that were introduced in the previous
chapter. First, the methods for estimating the scaling constants in widespread use do not
explicitly account for model parameter estimation error. Second, which may not come as
a surprise given the first concern, the scaling constants are treated as true values, rather
than estimates, during the actual transformation. Both these concerns stem from a failure
to account for the propagation of error present in these procedures.
The subject of this study is a strategy designed to address this shortcoming. To
evaluate this strategy, a simulation study was conducted. Simulated data, unlike real data,
allows the results of the strategy to be compared to truth. The following sections will (a)
describe the proposed strategy, (b) describe the conditions for the simulation study, and
(c) describe the criteria for evaluating the proposed strategy.
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3.1 A Procedure for Developing a Common Metric when Parameter Posterior
Distributions are Known
MCMC methods typically provide random draws from the estimated posterior
distributions for every model parameter. Here, each parameter was sampled individually
during estimation; nevertheless, a set of draws (e.g., the wth draw for every parameter,

A'"'*)

is assumed to be approximately equivalent to sampling from the entire

multidimensional posterior distribution (see Appendix B for explanation). In this way,
any given set of draws may be viewed as (a) reflecting the relationships among the model
parameters and (b) being equally probably as any other set of draws (any particular draw
has a probability of 0). Regarding (b), naturally, some draw sets may be drawn from more
likely (dense) regions of the multidimensional solution space, but this is reflected in the
greater proportion of samples from that same region not in a greater probability
associated with a specific draw. This is a key principle underlying the proposed strategy.
Before describing the strategy, it may be helpful to say a word about the potential
advantage of accounting for the relationships between model parameters—i.e., point (a)
from the previous paragraph. The possible value of these relationships is illustrated by the
following example. Test X is a large-scale high-stakes credentialing exam comprising
100 dichotomously-scored 2PL items. Real data from an administration of Test X was
calibrated using SCORIGHT. After bum-in, 2000 draws for each model parameter were
retained. For each item i the Pearson correlation coefficient between the ^-parameter and
6-parameter draws, ra h , was calculated. The mean of these correlations across all items
was .62 (note that this is not the same as the correlation between the point estimates for
the a-parameters and 6-parameters, which is this case was .27).
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Consider Item 21, which was selected as an exemplary item because rch^ = .68,
which is close to the mean correlation for all items. Now, for Item 21, the correlation
coefficient was recomputed but instead of using all the draws 1 through 2000, draws 101
through 1900 were used for the ^-parameter and draws 101+/: through draws 1900+/:
were used for the 6-parameter. Correlation coefficients were computed for all k between 10 and 10. Thus, when k = 0,

= .68 (it is only approximately equal because ra /?

based on all 2000 draws whereas

is

is only based on the middle 1800 draws). Figure

3.1 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients for Item 21 for all k between -10 and 10.

Figure 3.1. Pearson correlation coefficients between cr-parameter draws
100 to 1900 and 6-parameter draws 100-/: to 1900-£ for item 21.
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Note that as \k\ increases, the correlation decreases. This trend exists because for item 21
(as well as for most other items), a relationship exists between the item parameters.
Potentially, such relationships may exist between all model parameters.
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This example illustrates that a considerable amount of information could be lost if
the each parameter were sampled independently. A set of independent draws could not be
considered equivalent to a single multidimensional draw from the entire
multidimensional posterior. In a moment, it will be shown exactly how these draws will
be used to produce transformed posterior draws for all model parameters. Until then, it
should be enough to emphasize that utilizing posterior draws that reflect the relationships
among the parameters may provide a valuable source of new information that could
improve scaling outcomes.
To preserve these relationships between parameter draws when randomly
sampling from the posteriors, a random integer, m, is selected between W + 1 and M,
where W is the number of bum-in draws and Mis the total number of iterations. (In the
event that thinning occurs, m must be restricted to recorded draws only.) A draw set,

X{m),

is then composed of the mth draw of every model parameter, which, for a test of n

2PL items, for example, may be written as:

dm>
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Strictly speaking, these cannot be considered independent random samples from the
multidimensional posterior because the sample densities are sampled independently
during estimation. However, as described in Appendix B, when the decision is made to
either accept or reject a given parameter draw, y/*\ the likelihood is computed based on
the most recent set of draws for all other parameters, 'FUJ(0 (see Equation B3 in

Appendix B details). Thus, A1'"’ may be viewed as a reasonable approximation of an
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independent random sample from the multidimensional posterior of item and person
parameter draws, which is all that is needed to implement the proposed strategy.
The proposed strategy may be outlined as follows. Let Form X and Form Y be
independently calibrated test forms that share a common set of items (anchor test). To
transform estimates from the Form X metric to the Form Y metric, the following
procedure is proposed:
1. Initialize: the desired number of transformed draws is equal to H. Iteration h is set
to 1.
2. Select a random draw set,

’, from the Form Yposterior distributions.

3. Select a random draw set, 'VX
A'/ },> from the Form Xposterior distributions.
4. Using the anchor item estimates (i.e., draws) from Xf'

(qUn)
] and A*
*, estimate the

(h)

transformation constants, Alh) and B[l,\ using any suitable method (e.g.,
mean/sigma).
5.

Transform A*

,(h)

y(h)

’ using A{/!> and Bw,) and the familiar transformation equations

(Equations 1.9 - 1.11). The resulting transformed draw set represents draw set
number h,
6.

XY[h), from the set of transformed posteriors, XY.

While h < H, increment h and repeat steps 2 through 6.

The result of this procedure is a set of transformed posterior draws for all model
parameters, AY.
Note that a byproduct of this strategy is a sample of H sets of scaling constants (A
and B). It may be temping to use the distributions of these samples as measures of scaling
constant error as was done in Baker (1996) and Ogasawara (2000, 2001), which were
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described in section 2.4.1 above. However, here there is a dependency between Aj/” / } ,

X{/ ], and A(h) and B{,1) and therefore this approach is not suitable. Seemingly deviant
scaling constant estimates, A{h) and B(h\ may or may not be, in actuality, deviant—
whether or not depends on the deviance of the draws from the posterior distributions,
’ and X{/')]. Therefore, A(h) and B{h) cannot be judged independently from the
posterior draws used to estimate them.
3.2 Simulation Conditions
Until recently, it was impractical to use MCMC methodology to calibrate a large
number of tests within a complex 1RT framework because these methods are
computationally intensive and the needed computing power was not widely available.
Gratefully, this is no longer the obstacle it once was; however, because these procedures
remain time-intensive, there were practical constraints on the number of conditions that
could be included in the current study.
3.2.1 Test Forms
Item parameter estimates were obtained from a large-scale high-stakes high
school mathematics exam. These estimates were treated as true and used as the
generating parameters in the current study. Two test forms, Form X and Form Y, were
constructed to be highly parallel. Form Y was selected to be the reference test. Each form
comprised 40 items: 30 3PL items and 10 2PL items. The total number of common items
was 16: 11 3PL item and 5 2PL items; however, scaling was done using 3 different
anchor lengths:
1.

Short anchor test: 4 3PL items and 1 2PL item (5 items total).

2.

Moderate anchor test: 7 3PL items and 3 2PL items (10 items total).
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3.

Long anchor test: 11 3PL items and 5 2PL items (16 items total).

For the short and moderate anchor conditions, the remaining unused anchor items were
simply treated as non-anchor items during scaling.
3.2.2 Simulees
Two samples, each with 2000 simulees, were randomly selected from two normal
distributions: Sample Y was drawn from a 7V(0,1) distribution and Sample X was drawn
from a 7V(.1,.9) distribution. Sample X can be said to be both slightly more capable and
slightly more homogeneous than Sample Y. Typically, differences in proficiency
distribution such as those between Sample X and Sample Y require scaling before
estimates on their respective scales can be considered comparable. However, this was not
the case here because proficiency parameters were all fixed to their true values.
Nevertheless, because equivalent groups are typically not scaled using an anchor test
design, it was decided that these slight differences in proficiency might make conditions
somewhat more realistic.
Simulee proficiency remained unchanged across replications; however, for each
replication, a random model-based response, uy, for each item, /, was generated for each
simulee, j. This was accomplished using the following formula:
U;; ~

where

W+*

(3.1)

) is the probability of someone with proficiency 6, answering item i

correctly and x is a randomly generated value from standard uniform distribution that is
redrawn for each ij.
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3.2.3 Estimation
As discussed above in section 2.1, estimation was accomplished using the
computer program SCORIGHT (Wang, Bradlow,' & Wainer, 2004a). Proficiencies were
fixed to their true (generating) values and default priors were used for the other
parameters. The number of bum-in iterations was 30,000, which resulted in convergence
>95% of the time. When convergence was not reached, the estimation was rerun
increasing the number of bum-in iterations to 35,000. In all cases, this resulted in
convergence. Convergence was tested by mmiing 4 independent chains and testing

whether y[k 975 < 1.2 was observed for all estimated hyperparameters as described in
Appendix B. After burn-in, 5000 additional draws were made; however, to approximate
independent draws (i.e., avoid serial correlation effects), only every 10th draw was
recorded, which resulted in 500 draws per chain (2000 draws in total per parameter per
test). Model parameter standard errors play no explicit role in this study (i.e., they are
never estimated) and thus serial autocorrelation poses no threat to the findings presented
here. Nevertheless (and despite the potential reduction in accuracy due to thinning), it
was decided to subsample the post-bum-in draws because it is expected that most
SCORIGHT users will use thinning for the computational convenience it offers and
therefore doing so here allowed the proposed procedure to be evaluated under somewhat
more realistic conditions.
A potential confound arises if the posterior draws are used unchanged. Because
these posteriors are imperfect, scaling strategies would be evaluated partly on how well
they corrected for this imperfection. Naturally, it would be undesirable to reward a
scaling strategy for having bias even when that bias happens to be in the opposite
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direction from a bias in estimation (should one exist). Indeed, because scaling has no
inherent mechanism for estimation error correction, any correction that does occur is
undesirable—no matter how helpful it may seem. For this reason, all posterior draws
were linearly adjusted (on a parameter by parameter basis) after estimation such that this
confound was eliminated. Before going into detail about how this was accomplished, it
may be useful to first explain the concept of coverage probability.
3.2.4 On Coverage Probabilities
Given a parameter posterior distribution, a credible interval (Cl) may be
constructed that contains the middle p% of the distribution. Unlike confidence intervals
in a frequentist framework, this is interpreted to mean that the true parameter, say A, lies
within the Cl with a probability of p I 100. For example, ifp = 90, A would be expected
to fall within the middle (for instance) 90% of the posterior with a probability of .90.
Now, let’s say A was estimated R number of times. The obsewed proportion of Cl that
contain A could be denoted:

£As(FW05,F‘%5)
CPA ,90%

r=l

(3.2)

'

R
i

\

(

\

where CPk90% is the 90% coverage probability for parameter A, and Fkoos and F[ 095 are
the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively, of the empirical cumulative distribution
functions described by A’s posterior draws. Note that the logical expression in
parentheses evaluates to either 0 (A does not fall within the middle 90% of the empirical
CDF) or 1 (A does fall within the middle 90% of the empirical CDF). Flere, the expected
probability is, of course, .90. Discrepancies between CP} 90% and this expectation are
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attributable to sampling error, estimation error in the empirical CDF, Fx, or more likely
both.
Equation 3.2 may be written in a more general form:

V4 A e (Fir)
Fir)
)
X,lower
X,upper '
'

CPx,z% ~

»

(3.3)
R

where z is the percentage of the posterior contained in the credible interval,

lower = (1 -

z

z
/ 2 , upper = (1 + y^y) / 2 , and the remaining terms retain their meaning

from Equation 3.2. Equation 3.3 will be used extensively to evaluate the results.
For example, consider a specific ^-parameter, a,-, across 100 replications, CPa 90%
can be computed as follows:
100

Y a e (F{r)
Fir)
)
y1 a, ,0.05 ’1 a, ,0.95 /
CPa,,90% = —

100

Here F('] is the empirical cumulative distribution function for item i, parameter a,
replication r and CPa 90% is the proportion of occurrences among the 100 replications for
which the parameter, ai9 falls within the middle 90% of the posterior distribution. If
CPa 90% is close to .90, a, could be said to have good coverage properties.
3.2.5 Linearly Adjusting Imperfect Posteriors
As mentioned at the end of section 3.2.3, because imperfect posteriors are a
potential confound, they are adjusted such that—at least in a certain sense—they do not
have imperfections. This is accomplished by changing the variance of F such that:
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Y 0 e/r*(r)
p*(r)
\
/ j '4
'■ X,lower ’ ^ A,upper '

C?X,z% ~

R

= z!100,

/V

(3.4)

#

where F is the empirical cumulative distribution function described by as posterior

z
z
draws, lower = (1 ——) / 2, upper - (1 + ~2—) / 2 , R is the number of replications, and i

100

100

is the item number. Equations 3.4 was satisfied for z = {50,60,70,80,90}, A = {a,b,c} ,
and all 40 items i. Furthermore, an additional requirement was imposed that:
40

YF
2 f=fF*(/)
F*(i)
1
'■ A,, lower ’
A,, upper '
(P

K-'rX,z%

-

- z/100.

(3.5)

Equations 3.5 was satisfied for z = {50,60,70,80,90} and A = {a,b,c} . The items
selected for adjustment were those that required the smallest adjustment. This adjustment
resulted in corrected posteriors and thus, any degrading of the coverage properties
observed after scaling, could be attributed to the scaling alone.
3.2.6 Scaling
Estimation was performed independently for both FormAf and Form Y for 100
replications each. Each replication was paired with its same-numbered pair on the
alternate form: X\ Y\, X2Y2, X3Y3,

, JTiooTioo- For each of the 100 pairs of forms, Form X

was scaled following the procedure described in section 3.1, which will be referred to as
the proposed strategy. For the proposed strategy, the number of transformed posterior
draws in all cases was 2000 (H= 2000). Form X was also scaled in the conventional
manner, wherein the transformation constants were estimated using the anchor item
parameter point estimates, and then used to transform every posterior draw. This
conventional approach will be referred to as the traditional strategy. For both strategies,
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transformation constants were estimated using four different methods—mean/sigma,
mean/mean, Haebara, and Stocking and Lord—by the program STUIRT (Kim & Kolen,
2004) using the default settings.
Finally, it should be noted that because proficiency parameters were fixed to their
true values, strictly speaking scaling is not required—i.e., the linear transformation line is
the identify line. However, scaling was done here as if this true relationship were
unknown. Some arbitrary relationship between the scales must exist and fixing a and
to 1 and 0, respectively, is no better or worse than fixing them to any other arbitrary
values. Moreover, this approach is congruent with operational practices wherein the true
relationship between the scales remains always unknown whether or not it is in truth an
identity.
3.2.7 Simulation Summary
Because scaling requires two forms, it may helpful to consider pairs of forms as
the basic unit of the simulation. Table 3.1 summarizes the study conditions. It can be seen
that the study design yields 100 pairs of forms. Each pair must be scaled for each of the
24 conditions (3 anchor lengths, 4 scaling methods, and 2 scaling strategies).
3.3 Evaluation Criteria
For this study, results were evaluated using coverage probabilities. For each
estimated item difficulty (b) and discrimination (a) parameter on Form X., CP 90%,
CP *0%, and CP ]0% were computed across replications using the formulation shown in
Equation 3.3 above and the transformed parameter posterior, Fa and Fb, as discussed in
section 3.2.5. The expected coverage probabilities (.90, .70, and .50) or credible intervals
served as the criteria for evaluating the observed coverage probabilities as follows: first,
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the differences—or absolute differences—between the observed coverage probability and
these expectations were computed and second, these errors were averaged over item
parameter type—either ^-parameter or /^-parameter.
Table 3.1
Study Conditions.
Condition

Description

Number

Paired Test Forms (True)

1

Form X and Form Y

Anchor Lengths

3

5 items (short), 10 items (moderate),
and 16 items (long)

Scaling Methods

4

mean/sigma, mean/mean, Stocking
and Lord, and Haebara

Scaling Strategies

2

proposed strategy and traditional
strategy

Total Conditions, excluding
replications

.24

1 x 3x 4 x 2

Replications

100

these 100 replications yielded 100
pairs of forms

These means are reported as the signed error (ES) and unsigned error (EU), respectively,
and were computed as follows:
40

FS

90%

=—

(3.6)
40

40

E(C<i7«-.70)
FS

70%

=

—

(3.7)
40

40

I(C<,5„-.50)
ESa, 50%

i=i

40
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(3.8)

40

£ars(cpEUa,90%

-.90)

=—

(3.9)

40
40

XABS(CP;70%-.70)

EU
=
L-‘KJ a ,10%

—

(3.10)
40

40

XabS(Cp;50%-.50)

£7/a,50% = -i=L

(3.11)
40

40

X(C<.»*--90)
FS1
=—
^°b,00%
40

(3.12)

40

£(C/C 70%--70)

/7S’
= -i^L
^°bJ0%

(3.13)
40

40

I(C<,«-.50)
;'=1

£5,b,50%

(3.14)
40

XABS{CPlm
EU b. 90%

.90)

/=!

(3.15)
40

40

X4B5(CP„*,70%-.70)
FF b,10% = —

(3.16)
40

40

J^ABSiCPl^ - .50)

EU b,50%

= -^L

(3.17)
40
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These errors were computed for all 24 conditions (3 anchor lengths, 4 scaling methods,
and 2 scaling strategies).

3.3.1 The Omission of Point Estimates
In simulation research that studies scaling, a popular measure of performance is
the extent to which the generating parameters are recovered. To be sure, knowledge of
the true parameters is often the reason for simulating data in the first place. While this
knowledge is put to good use here in the computation of the coverage probabilities, the
conspicuous absence of any parameter recovery analyses deserves comment.
As mentioned in section 1.3 above, the proposed scaling strategy is expected to
have its greatest impact on the variability of the transformed posteriors. An examination
of the results confirmed this expectation—e.g., the difference between the traditional
strategy and the proposed strategy with respect to absolute error in the parameter
estimates was .0006 for the ^-parameters (in favor of the proposed strategy) and .0004 for
the 6-parameters (in favor of the traditional strategy), when averaged across all study
conditions and items. For this reason, coverage properties are a more suitable criterion for
comparing the two scaling strategies and parameter recovery results are not presented.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the study in three sections. First, the random
error (unsigned error; EU) is reported in section 4.1. These results are presented in six
tables (Tables 4.1 through 4.6), one for each parameter/anchor length combination. Next,
systematic error (signed error; ES) is reported in section 4.2, again one table for each
parameter/anchor length combination (Tables 4.7 through 4.12). Finally, section 4.3
presents four summary tables (Tables 4.13 through 4.16) and eight summary figures
(Figures 4.1 through 4.8), which report the data from Tables 4.1 through 4.12 averaged
across coverage probability expectation (.90, .70, and .50).
4.1 Random Error
Random error was examined by computing the mean of the unsigned
discrepancies between the observed and expected coverage probabilities for each
parameter type. For the 4 scaling methods, 3 anchor lengths, 2 item parameter types (aparameter and 6-parameter) and 3 credible intervals (total: 4x3x2x3 = 72
comparisons), the expected trend was observed 68 (94%) times: the proposed strategy
resulted in transformed posterior distributions that had superior coverage properties
compared to those yielded by the traditional strategy.
Because Tables 4.1 through 4.6 all conform to the same format, it may be
beneficial to provide an interpretation of one of the cells in Table 4.1 to illustrate the
correct interpretation of these six tables in general. To this end, consider the cell {EUa,9o%,
Mean/mean). Here, the traditional strategy had a mean unsigned error of. 118 and the
proposed strategy had a mean unsigned error of .033. This indicates that, on average, the
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absolute discrepancy between the observed coverage probability and the expected
coverage probability for the traditional strategy was .118 and for the proposed strategy
was .033. Thus, while the expectation is that for 90 of the 100 replications, the true
parameter will fall within the middle 90% of the posterior distribution, this did not occur
with the observed coverage probabilities. Instead, the traditional strategy failed to meet
this expectation by a margin of 11.8 replications on average and the proposed strategy
failed to meet this expectation by 3.3 replications on average. As discussed in section 3.3
above, averages were taken across item parameter type, in this case across all 40 aparameters on Form X. Additionally, to aid in comparisons, the differences between the
traditional and the proposed strategy with respect to mean unsigned error are reported for
each condition (they are given in bold type).
4.1.1 Random Error in the ^-Parameter Posterior Distributions
Table 4.1 shows the ^-parameter results for the 5-item anchor condition. The
proposed strategy yields posteriors with superior coverage properties that are closer to the
expected coverage probabilities than the traditional strategy by .035 to .130 (mean benefit
= .075).
Table 4.2 shows the ^-parameter results for the 10-item anchor condition. The
same overall trend was seen for the 10-item anchor condition as was seen for the 5-item
anchor. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the improvement yielded by the proposed strategy
is somewhat less than was observed for the 5-item anchor condition ranging (maximum =
.78; mean benefit = .033) and the proposed strategy was inferior by .002 for one
condition (EUa,50%, Stocking and Lord).
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Table 4.1
Mean Unsigned Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters, 5-Item Anchor (12.5%)
Error

E Ua>9o%

EUajo%
-

EUa, 50%

Scaling strategy

Mean/mean

Mean/sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

0.118

0.144

0.194

0.106

Proposed strategy

0.033

0.049

0.064

0.048

Difference

0.085

0.095

0.130

0.058

Traditional strategy

0.126

0.164

0.220

0.130

Proposed strategy

0.057

0.082

0.114

0.072

Difference

0.069

0.082

0.106

0.058

Traditional strategy

0.115

0.143

0.168

0.110

Proposed strategy

0.052

0.075

0.122

0.075

Difference

0.063

0.068

0.046

0.035

Table 4.2
Mean Unsigned Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters, 10-Item Anchor (25%)
Error

EUa, 90%

EUa, 70%

EUa ,50%

Scaling strategy

Mean/mean

Mean/sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

0.062

0.107

0.107

0.052

Proposed strategy

0.036

0.039

0.052

0.046

Difference

0.027

0.068

0.055

0.006

Traditional strategy

0.083

0.136

0.132

0.076

Proposed strategy

0.056

0.059

0.094

0.075

Difference

0.028

0.078

0.038

0.001

Traditional strategy

0.075

0.116

0.113

0.070

Proposed strategy

0.056

0.063

0.092

0.072

Difference

0.019

0.054

0.022

0.002

-

Table 4.3 shows the ^-parameter results for the 16-item anchor condition. The
trends seen in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are similarly evident here where the proposed strategy
again outperforms the traditional strategy but by a slightly smaller margin than the 10-
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item anchor condition. For the 16-item anchor, the improvement in EUa ranged from .006
to .068 (mean benefit = .026).

Table 4.3
Mean Unsigned Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters, 16-Item Anchor (40%)
Error

EUa, 90%

EUa,10%

EUa, 50%

Scaling strategy

Mean/mean

Mean/sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

0.054

0.101

0.044

0.082

Proposed strategy

0.045

0.042

0.038

0.062

Difference

0.009

0.058

0.006

0.020

Traditional strategy

0.077

0.125

0.076

0.115

Proposed strategy

0.058

0.057

0.056

0.100

Difference

0.019

0.068

0.021

0.015

Traditional strategy

0.072

0.111

0.067

0.104

Proposed strategy

0.055

0.054

0.054

0.093

Difference

0.016

0.057

0.013

0.011

4.1.2 Random Error in the 6-Parameter Posterior Distributions
Results for item difficulty showed a trend similar to the ^-parameter results. Table
4.4 shows the 6-parameter results for the 5-item anchor condition. The proposed strategy
yields posteriors with superior coverage properties that are closer to the expected
coverage probabilities than the traditional strategy by up to .119 (mean = .056). Note
however that in the case of the £F4,5o%/Stocking and Lord condition, the proposed
strategy underperforms the traditional strategy with respect to unsigned error in the 6parameter coverage probabilities by .004.
Table 4.5 shows the 6-parameter results for the 10-item anchor condition. The
same trend can be observed for the 10-item anchor condition as was seen for the 5-item
anchor. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the improvement yielded by the proposed strategy
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is somewhat less than was observed for the 5-item anchor condition ranging from .014 to
.078 (mean = .040).

Table 4.4
Mean Unsigned Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters, 5-Item Anchor (12.5%)
Error

££4,90%

EUb;70%

EUb, 50%

Scaling strategy

Mean/mean

Mean/sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

0.177

0.129

0.121

0.113

Proposed strategy

0.058

0.052

0.061

0.066

Difference

0.119

0.076

0.060

0.047

Traditional strategy

0.194

0.168

0.154

0.145

Proposed strategy

0.092

0.104

0.105

0.127

Difference

0.102

0.063

0.049

0.018

Traditional strategy

0.164

0.145

0.136

0.119

Proposed strategy

0.097

0.093

0.111

0.124

Difference

0.067

0.051

0.025

0.004

-

Table 4.5
Mean Unsigned Error in Coverage Probabilities for /^-Parameters, 10-Item Anchor (25%)
Error

EUb;90%

EUb;70%

EUb,.50%

Scaling strategy

Mean/mean

Mean/sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

0.132

0.081

0.074

0.152

Proposed strategy

0.054

0.049

0.059

0.079

Difference

0.078

0.032

0.015

0.073

Traditional strategy

0.170

0.130

0.117

0.190

Proposed strategy

0.098

0.100

0.098

0.144

Difference

0.072

0.030

0.019

0.047

Traditional strategy

0.147

0.119

0.103

0.162

Proposed strategy

0.090

0.101

0.089

0.136

Difference

0.057

0.018

0.014

0.027
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Table 4.6 shows the 6-parameter results for the 16-item anchor condition. The
trends seen in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 are similarly evident here where the proposed strategy
again outperforms the traditional strategy overall but by a smaller margin than the 10item anchor condition. For the 16-item anchor, the maximum improvement in EUb was
.047 (mean = .020). For the Haebara scaling method, the traditional strategy
outperformed the proposed strategy for EUb,7o% and EUb,50% by a margin of .002 and .007
respectively.

Table 4.6
Mean Unsigned Error in Coverage Probabilities for 6-Parameters, 16-Item Anchor (40%)
Error

EUb,'90%

EUb:70%

EUb, 50%

Scaling strategy

Mean/mean

Mean/sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

0.095

0.074

0.076

0.153

Proposed strategy

0.060

0.054

0.071

0.107

Difference

0.035

0.021

0.005

0.047

Traditional strategy

0.132

0.116

0.119

0.196

Proposed strategy

0.091

0.106

0.121

0.160

Difference

0.041

0.010

0.002

0.036

Traditional strategy

0.131

0.106

0.107

0.167

Proposed strategy

0.102

0.102

0.114

0.142

Difference

0.029

0.004

0.007

0.025

-

-

4.2 Systematic Error
Systematic error was examined by computing the mean of the signed
discrepancies between the observed and expected coverage probabilities for each
parameter type. Here, for the 4 scaling methods, 3 anchor lengths, 2 item parameter types
(^-parameter and 6-parameter) and 3 credible intervals (total: 4x3x2x3 = 72
comparisons), the expected trend was always observed: the proposed strategy resulted in
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transformed posterior distributions that had superior coverage properties compared to
those yielded by the traditional strategy.
As was provided at the beginning of section 4.1 for Tables 4.1 through 4.6, it may
again be beneficial to provide an interpretation of one of the cells to illustrate the correct
interpretation of the following six tables, which all conform to the same format. Consider
cell (ESa, 90%, Mean/mean) in Table 4.7: here, the traditional strategy had a mean signed
error of -.111 and the proposed strategy had a mean signed error of -.011. This indicates
that, on average, the absolute discrepancy between the observed coverage probability and
the expected coverage probability for the traditional strategy was -.111 and for the
proposed strategy was -.011. Thus, while the expectation is that for 90 of the 100
replications, the true parameter will fall within the middle 90% of the posterior
distribution, this did not occur with the observed coverage probabilities. Instead, the
traditional strategy fell short of this expectation by a margin of 11.1 replications on
average and the proposed strategy fell short of this expectation by 1.1 replications on
average. As discussed in section 3.3 above, averages were taken across item parameter
type, in this case across all 40 ^-parameters on Form X. When the mean signed error is
negative—e.g., cell (ESa,90%, Mean/sigma, traditional strategy) in Table 4.7—it indicates
that the posteriors are too narrow on average and the true parameter is falling outside the
given credible interval too frequently. Conversely, when the mean signed error is
positive—e.g., cell (ESa,90%, Mean/sigma, proposed strategy)—it indicates that the
posteriors are too wide on average and the true parameter is falling within the given
interval too frequently.

As with random error, differences between strategies are reported in bold for each
condition. Please note, however, that for individual results we are perhaps most interested
in a given error’s proximity to zero. Thus, instead of simply reporting differences, the
differences between the absolute mean signed errors are reported. Positive values indicate
that the magnitude of the mean signed error for the proposed strategy is less than the
magnitude of the mean signed error for the traditional strategy.
4.2.1 Systematic Error in the ^-Parameter Posterior Distributions
Table 4.7 shows the ^-parameter results for the 5-item anchor condition. The
proposed strategy yields posteriors with superior coverage properties that are closer to the
expected coverage probabilities than the traditional strategy by .071 to .163 (mean benefit
= .104). Note that unlike the unsigned results in sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, here random
error has the opportunity to cancel out across items.

Table 4.7
Mean Signed Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters, 5-Item Anchor (12,5%)
Error

Mean/
mean

Mean/
sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

0.111

-0.141

-0.188

-0.095

Proposed strategy

-0.011

0.039

-0.025

0.021

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.100

0.102

0.163

0.074

Traditional strategy

-0.119

-0.160

-0.207

-0.121

Proposed strategy

-0.020

0.062

-0.050

0.021

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.099

0.099

0.157

0.100

Traditional strategy

-0.105

-0.134

-0.159

-0.097

Proposed strategy

-0.020

0.049

-0.046

0.026

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.086

0.086

0.113

0.071

Scaling strategy
Traditional strategy

ESa,90%

ESaJ 0%

ESa, 50%

-
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Table 4.8 shows the ^-parameter results for the 10-item anchor condition. The
same trend can be observed for the 10-item anchor condition as was seen for the 5-item
anchor. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the improvement yielded by the proposed strategy
is somewhat less than was observed for the 5-item anchor condition ranging from .028 to
.106 (mean benefit = .065).

Table 4.8
Mean Signed Error in Coverage Probabilities for q-Parameters, 10-Item Anchor (25%)
Error

ESa, 90%

ESa, 70%

ESa,50%

Scaling strategy

Mean/
mean

Mean/
sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

-0.045

-0.105

-0.099

-0.040

Proposed strategy

-0.006

0.021

-0.009

0.012

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.039

0.085

0.090

0.028

Traditional strategy

-0.068

-0.129

-0.112

-0.053

Proposed strategy

-0.016

0.024

-0.017

0.016

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.052

0.106

0.095

0.037

Traditional strategy

-0.061

-0.105

-0.085

-0.057

Proposed strategy

-0.018

0.012

-0.017

0.012

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.043

0.093

0.069

0.045

Table 4.9 shows the ^-parameter results for the 16-item anchor condition. The
trends seen in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 are similarly evident here where the proposed strategy
again outperforms the traditional strategy but by a smaller margin than the 10-item
anchor condition. For the 16-item anchor, the improvement in ESa ranged from .021 to
. 105 (mean benefit = .050).
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Table 4.9
Mean Signed Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters, 16-Item Anchor (40%)
Error

ESa,9 0%

ESa,i o%

ESa,5o%

Scaling strategy

Mean/
mean

Mean/
sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

-0.041

-0.095

-0.029

-0.070

Proposed strategy

-0.020

0.020

0.007

-0.028

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.021

0.075

0.022

0.042

Traditional strategy

-0.060

-0.119

-0.053

-0.097

Proposed strategy

-0.028

0.014

-0.001

-0.045

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.032

0.105

0.053

0.052

Traditional strategy

-0.052

-0.099

-0.046

-0.095

Proposed strategy

-0.026

0.010

0.000

-0.056

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.026

0.089

0.046

0.039

4.2.2 Systematic Error in the ^-Parameter Posterior Distributions
Results for item difficulty showed a trend similar to the ^-parameter results. Table
4.10 shows the ^-parameter results for the 5-item anchor condition. The proposed
strategy yields posteriors with superior coverage properties that are closer to the expected
coverage probabilities than the traditional strategy by .038 to .152 (mean benefit= .093).
Table 4.11 shows the ^-parameter results for the 10-item anchor condition. The
same trend can be observed for the 10-item anchor condition as was seen for the 5-item
anchor. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the improvement yielded by the proposed strategy
is somewhat less than was observed for the 5-item anchor condition ranging from .046 to
.134 (mean benefit = .087).
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Table 4.10
Mean Signed Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters, 5-Item Anchor (12.5%)
Error

ESb, 90%

ESb,ro%

ESb,50%

Scaling strategy

Mean/
mean

Mean/
sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

-0.168

-0.118

-0.108

-0.102

Proposed strategy

0.016

0.026

0.025

0.050

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.152

0.092

0.083

0.052

Traditional strategy

-0.177

-0.141

-0.131

-0.126

Proposed strategy

0.026

0.036

0.033

0.083

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.152

0.105

0.099

0.042

Traditional strategy

-0.144

-0.116

-0.113

-0.110

Proposed strategy

0.016

0.030

0.024

0.072

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.128

0.085

0.089

0.038

Table 4.11
Mean Signed Error in Coverage Probabilities for /^-Parameters, 10-Item Anchor (25%)
Error

ESb, 90%

ESbjo%

ESb,50%

Scaling strategy

Mean/
mean

Mean/
sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

-0.118

-0.060

-0.056

-0.140

Proposed strategy

-0.005

0.014

0.003

-0.036

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.113

0.046

0.053

0.104

Traditional strategy

-0.141

-0.093

-0.091

-0.161

Proposed strategy

-0.007

0.008

-0.013

-0.064

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.134

0.085

0.078

0.097

Traditional strategy

-0.118

-0.078

-0.076

-0.143

Proposed strategy

-0.009

0.001

-0.014

-0.057

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.109

0.077

0.062

0.086
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Table 4.12 shows the 6-parameter results for the 16-item anchor condition. The
trends seen in Tables 4.10 and 4.11 are similarly evident here where proposed strategy
again outperforms the traditional strategy but by a smaller margin than the 10-item
anchor condition. For the 16-item anchor, the improvement in ESb ranged from .028 to
.078 (mean benefit = .057).

Table 4.12
Mean Signed Error in Coverage Probabilities for 6-Parameters, 16-Item Anchor (40%)
Error

ESb,9 o%

ESb;70%

ESb,.50%

Scaling strategy

Mean/
mean

Mean/
sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Traditional strategy

-0.081

-0.048

-0.048

-0.137

Proposed strategy

-0.017

0.009

-0.021

-0.059

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.064

0.039

0.028

0.078

Traditional strategy

-0.104

-0.072

-0.083

-0.156

Proposed strategy

-0.028

0.004

-0.040

-0.088

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.076

0.068

0.043

0.068

Traditional strategy

-0.099

-0.059

-0.065

-0.140

Proposed strategy

-0.030

-0.003

-0.029

-0.082

Difference between absolute
mean signed errors

0.069

0.055

0.036

0.057

4.3 Results Summary
It may be useful to aggregate some of the results presented in sections 4.1 and 4.2
to provide a clearer picture of the overall performance differences across strategy.
Averaging over the expected credible intervals (.90, .70, .50) is sensible because the error
measures for these values are all measuring the same thing (i.e., the discrepancy between
the observed and expected posterior distribution) and, moreover, the particular values,
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.90, .70, .50, are somewhat arbitrary. These averages are presented in Tables 4.13 through
4.16.
Table 4.13 is the aggregate of Tables 4.1 through 4.3 and shows the unsigned
error for the ^-parameter coverage probabilities averaged across the three credible
intervals. Additionally, the bottommost rows contain the mean unsigned error averaged
across anchor length and the rightmost column contains the mean unsigned error
averaged across scaling method. For each error category, the bottom row (including the
marginal values and parenthetical values) shows the difference between the traditional
and proposed strategy. These differences are shown in bold type. All differences are
positive indicating that the proposed method had better coverage properties than the
traditional strategy. The lower right hand comer contains the unsigned error in the aparameter coverage probability averaged over the three credible intervals, the three
anchor lengths, and the four scaling methods. It can be seen that overall the proposed
strategy outperforms the traditional strategy by .044.
To provide a better sense of these aggregate performance differences, Figures 4.1
and 4.2 plot the marginal values. Figure 4.1 shows the differences in unsigned aparameter coverage probability error averaged across anchor length. The proposed
strategy provides the greatest improvement over the traditional strategy when the
transformation constants are estimated using the mean/sigma. Figure 4.2 shows the
differences in unsigned ^-parameter coverage probability error averaged across scaling
method. It can be seen that the greatest benefit from using the proposed strategy occurs
when the anchor is the smallest.
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Table 4.13
Unsigned Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters Averaged Across EUa,90%,

EUa .70%, and EUgjso

Error

5-item
anchor

10-item
anchor

16-item
anchor

Average
across anchor
length

Scaling
strategy

Mean/
mean

Mean/
sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Average
across
scaling
method
(SD)

Traditional
strategy

0.120

0.150

0.194

0.115

.145 (.036)

Proposed
strategy

0.047

0.068

0.100

0.065

.070 (.022)

Difference

0.072

0.082

0.094

0.050

.075 (.014)

Traditional
strategy

0.073

0.120

0.117

0.066

.094 (.028)

Proposed
strategy

0.049

0.053

0.079

0.064

.061 (.013)

Difference

0.024

0.066

0.038

0.001

.033 (.015)

Traditional
strategy

0.068

0.112

0.062

0.100

.086 (.025)

Proposed
strategy

0.053

0.051

0.049

0.085

.060 (.017)

Difference

0.015

0.061

0.013

0.015

.026 (.007)

Traditional
strategy

0.087

0.127

0.124

0.094

.108 (.021)

Proposed
strategy

0.050

0.058

0.076

0.071

.064 (.012)

Difference

0.037

0.070

0.048

0.022

.044 (.009)
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Figure 4.1. Unsigned error (EU) in a-parameters, averaged
over coverage probability expectation and anchor length.
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Figure 4.2. Unsigned error (EU) in a-parameters, averaged
over coverage probability expectation and scaling method.
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16-Item Anchor

Analogous to Table 4.13, Table 4.14 is the aggregate of Tables 4.4 through 4.6
and shows the unsigned error for the 6-parameter coverage probabilities averaged across
the three credible interval widths. Again, the bottommost rows contain the mean unsigned
error averaged across anchor length, the rightmost column contains the mean unsigned
error averaged across scaling method, and the rows in bold type show the differences
between strategy. Note that for the 16-item anchor and Haebara condition, the difference
in bold is negative. This indicates that the tradition strategy outperformed the proposed
strategy for this condition (on average). The lower right hand corner contains the
unsigned error in the 6-parameter coverage probability averaged over the three CP
discrepancies, the three anchor lengths, and the four scaling methods. It can be seen that
overall the proposed strategy outperforms the traditional strategy by .039.
To again provide a better sense of these aggregate performance differences, two
figures were prepared. Figure 4.3 shows the differences in unsigned 6-parameter
coverage probability error averaged across anchor length. The proposed strategy provides
the greatest improvement over the traditional strategy when the transformation constants
are estimated using the mean/mean method. Figure 4.4 shows the differences in unsigned
6-parameter

coverage probability error averaged across scaling method. As with the a-

parameter, it can be seen that the greatest benefit from using the proposed strategy occurs
when the anchor is the smallest.
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Table 4.14
Unsigned Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters Averaged Across EUb9o%,
EUh ,70%, and EUb,50%,.

Error

5-item
anchor

10-item

anchor

16-item
anchor

Average
across anchor
length

Scaling
strategy

Mean/
mean

Mean/
sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Average
across
scaling
method
(SD)

Traditional
strategy

0.178

0.147

0.137

0.126

.147 (.023)

Proposed
strategy

0.082

0.083

0.092

0.106

.091 (.011)

Difference

0.096

0.064

0.045

0.020

.056 (.012)

Traditional
strategy

0.150

0.110

0.098

0.168

.131 (.033)

Proposed
strategy

0.081

0.083

0.082

0.120

.091 (.019)

Difference

0.069

0.027

0.016

0.049

.040 (.014)

Traditional
strategy

0.119

0.099

0.101

0.172

.123 (.034)

Proposed
strategy

0.084

0.087

0.102

0.136

.102 (.024)

Difference

0.035

0.012

-0.001

0.036

.020 (.010)

Traditional
strategy

0.149

0.119

0.112

0.155

.134 (.022)

Proposed
strategy

0.082

0.085

0.092

0.120

.095 (.018)

Difference

0.067

0.034

0.020

0.035

.039 (.004)
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Figure 4.3. Unsigned error {EU) in /^-parameters, averaged
over coverage probability expectation and anchor length.
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Figure 4.4. Unsigned error {EU) in /^-parameters, averaged
over coverage probability expectation and scaling method.
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16-Item Anchor

For systematic error, Table 4.15 presents the aggregate of Tables 4.7 through 4.9
and shows the signed error for the ^-parameter coverage probabilities averaged across the
three CP discrepancies. Here, the bottommost rows contain the mean signed error
averaged across anchor length and the rightmost column contains the mean signed error
averaged across scaling method. Note that differences between strategy are again
reported in the rows with bold type; however, here they are differences between the

absolute errors because the interest is in comparing the errors’ relative proximity to zero.
The lower right hand comer contains the signed error in the ^-parameter coverage
probability averaged over the three credible interval widths, the three anchor lengths, and
the four scaling methods. It can be seen that overall the proposed strategy outperforms
the traditional strategy by .093. Note that the improvements shown here are notably
larger than their unsigned counterparts—a point that will be discussed in chapter 5 below.
As with the unsigned error, two figures, Figures 4.5 and 4.6, plot the marginal
values, which indicate aggregate performance differences. Figure 4.5 shows the
differences in signed ^-parameter coverage probability error averaged across anchor
length. The proposed strategy provides the greatest improvement over the traditional
strategy when the transformation constants are estimated using the mean/sigma method.
Figure 4.6 shows the differences in signed ^-parameter coverage probability error
averaged across scaling method. It can be seen that, as with the unsigned error, the
greatest benefit from using the proposed strategy occurs when the anchor is the smallest.
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Table 4.15
Signed Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters Averaged Across ESa,90%,

ESq,70%, and ESq^o%,.

Error

5-item
anchor

10-item
anchor

16-item
anchor

Average
across
anchor
length

Scaling strategy

Mean/
mean

Mean/
sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Average
across
scaling
method
(SD)

Traditional strategy

-0.112

-0.145

-0.185

-0.104

-.136 (.037)

Proposed strategy

-0.017

0.050

-0.040

0.022

.004 (.040)

Difference between
absolute mean
signed errors

0.095

0.095

0.144

0.082

.133

Traditional strategy

-0.058

-0.113

-0.099

-0.050

-.080 (.031)

Proposed strategy

-0.013

0.019

-0.014

0.014

.001 (.017)

Difference between
absolute mean
signed errors

0.045

0.094

0.084

0.036

.079 (.013)

Traditional strategy

-0.051

-0.104

-0.043

-0.087

-.071 (.029)

Proposed strategy

-0.025

0.015

0.002

-0.043

-.013 (.026)

Difference between
absolute mean
signed errors

0.026

0.090

0.041

0.044

.059 (.003)

Traditional strategy

-0.073

-0.121

-0.109

-0.080

-.096 (.023)

Proposed strategy

-0.018

0.028

-0.018

-0.002

-.003 (.021)

Difference between
absolute mean
signed errors

0.055

0.093

0.091

0.078

.093 (.001)
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(-.003)

Figure 4.5. Signed error (ES) in ^-parameters, averaged
over coverage probability expectation and anchor length
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Figure 4.6. Signed error (ES) in a-parameters, averaged
over coverage probability expectation and scaling method.
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16-ltem Anchor

Finally, Table 4.16 aggregates Tables 4.10 through 4.12 and shows the signed
error for the 6-parameter coverage probabilities averaged across the three CP
discrepancies. Again, the bottommost rows contain the mean signed error averaged
across anchor length, the rightmost column contains the mean signed error averaged
across scaling method, and the rows in bold contain the differences between the absolute
errors. The lower right hand corner contains the signed error in the 6-parameter coverage
probability averaged over the three CP discrepancies, the three anchor lengths, and the
four scaling methods. It can be seen that overall the proposed strategy outperforms the
traditional strategy by . 106. Again, these are notably larger than their unsigned
counterparts.
Once again, plots of the marginal values are provided. Figure 4.7 shows the
differences in signed 6-parameter coverage probability error averaged across anchor
length. The proposed strategy provides the greatest improvement over the traditional
strategy when the transformation constants are estimated using the mean/mean method.
Figure 4.8 shows the differences in signed 6-parameter coverage probability error
averaged across scaling method. It can be seen that, as with the previous analyses, the
greatest benefit from using the proposed strategy occurs when the anchor is the smallest.
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Table 4.16
Signed Error in Coverage Probabilities for ^-Parameters Averaged Across ESb,90%,
ESbjp%, and ESb,50%,.

Error

5-item
anchor

10-item
anchor

16-item
anchor

Average
across
anchor
length

Scaling strategy

Mean/
mean

Mean/
sigma

Haebara

Stocking
and Lord

Average
across
scaling
method
(SD)

Traditional strategy

-0.163

-0.125

-0.117

-0.112

-.129 (.023)

Proposed strategy

0.019

0.031

0.027

0.068

.036 (.022)

Difference between
absolute mean
signed errors

0.144

0.094

0.090

0.044

.093 (.001)

Traditional strategy

-0.126

-0.077

-0.074

-0.148

-.106 (.037)

Proposed strategy

-0.007

0.008

-0.008

-0.052

-.015 (.026)

Difference between
absolute mean
signed errors

0.119

0.069

0.066

0.096

.091

Traditional strategy
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Figure 4.7. Signed error (ES) in ^-parameters, averaged
over coverage probability expectation and anchor length
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Figure 4.8. Signed error (ES) in ^-parameters, averaged
over coverage probability expectation and scaling method.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Chapter 4 reported the results of the study'in some detail. In chapter 5, these
results will be summarized and discussed. Limitations of the study with suggestions for
future research follow and the chapter is concluded with some general comments about
potential practical applications.
5.1 Summary and Discussion
Overall, it was reported that the proposed strategy performs equal or better to the
traditional strategy for 97% of the comparisons made in the current study. Still, several
performance differences across conditions deserve comment. Two conditions were
varied—scaling method and anchor length—and the trends across each are discussed.
This section ends with a discussion of the observed differences between random and
systematic error.
5.1.1 Trends Across Anchor Length
When improvement in coverage properties is evaluated across anchor-item length
a general trend emerges: the advantage of using the proposed strategy is inversely related
to anchor length. When results are averaged across credible intervals and scaling method,
this trend is always present as shown in Figures 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, and 4.8. If scaling method is
disaggregated, this trend occurs for every parameter type/error type (random or
systematic)/scaling method combination except for the ^-parameter when the Stocking
and Lord scaling method is used. This overall trend is encouraging because it suggests
that the proposed strategy is less sensitive to short anchor lengths than the traditional
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strategy and therefore may be of particular interest for tests with short anchors or anchors
that have be compromised, for example, as the result of a security failure.
5.1.2 Trends Across Scaling Method
When improvement in coverage properties is evaluated across scaling methods, a
trend is present, but it is somewhat less obvious than the trend across anchor length.
Limiting the discussion for the moment to systematic error in the coverage probabilities
averaged across anchor lengths and credible intervals (mean ESa and mean ESb), it was
shown that for the ^-parameters, the smallest improvement due to scaling strategy
occurred with the mean/mean method and the greatest improvement occurred with the
mean/sigma method. This trend was reversed for the ^-parameters: the smallest
improvement due to scaling strategy occurred with the mean/sigma method and the
greatest improvement occurred with the mean/mean method.
This trend may be explained by noting that the mean/mean method is the scaling
method that most directly utilizes the ^-parameters to estimate the transformation
constants and the mean/sigma method is the scaling method that most directly utilizes the
^-parameters. Thus, these results suggest that the traditional strategy tends to favor aparameters at the expense of /^-parameters when using the mean/mean method and favors
^-parameters at the expense of ^-parameters when using the mean/sigma method. The
proposed strategy is much less affected by choice between these two scaling methods.
Specifically, for the traditional strategy, the mean ESa gets worse by .047 when using
mean/sigma instead of mean/mean, whereas for the proposed strategy, this reduction is
only .009. Likewise, for the traditional strategy, the mean ESh gets worse by .041 when
using mean/mean instead of mean/sigma, whereas for the proposed strategy, this
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reduction is only .010. The same trend is present for unsigned error, although the
magnitude is somewhat less.
This trend indicates a more general pattern that deserves comment. Results
suggest that the proposed strategy is more robust to scaling method choice. This is
supported by the standard deviations across scaling method reported in Tables 4.13
through 4.16. For every anchor length (5-, 10-, and 16-item), item parameter (<a and b),
and error type (signed and unsigned) combination excepting one (signed error in the aparameter with the 5-item anchor), the standard deviation was smaller for the proposed
strategy than for the traditional strategy. Thus, not only does the proposed strategy
generally yield transformed posteriors with better coverage properties than the traditional
strategy, the improved coverage properties are more consistent across the four scaling
strategies included in this study.
5.1.3 On Random and Systematic Error
In chapter 4, it was observed that the magnitude of the improvements gained by
the proposed strategy were greater with respect to signed error than unsigned error. This
is consistent with the suggestion put forth in chapter 2 that ignoring the propagation of
error that occurs during scaling should result in overconfidence in the transformed
estimates. Because for the traditional strategy is overconfident in its transformed
posteriors, the coverage probabilities tend to be below expectation—i.e., the true
parameter does not fall within the credible interval as often as it should. It was shown that
the proposed strategy does better at providing transformed posteriors with the appropriate
level of confidence, but additionally, the errors in the coverage properties for the
proposed strategy were more likely to be random—i.e., sometimes above expectation,

sometimes below—compared to the traditional strategy. Thus, when signed errors are
averaged, the proposed strategy has more opportunity for errors to cancel out.
Table 5.1 shows the proportions of all coverage probabilities below and above
expectation. Coverage probabilities were calculated using equation 3.3 above, which
considers parameters individually, examining the proportion of credible intervals that
contain the true parameter across replications. For each parameter and each condition, the
associated coverage probability was categorized as below expectation, equal to
expectation, or above expectation. Then the proportion of coverage probabilities in each
category was computed. The below expectation and above expectation proportions are
reported in Table 5.1. Note that it is rather unlikely a coverage probability will meet
expectation exactly (it occurs about 1% of the time for these data); instead, the hope is
that the proportions above and below will be close to each other, which for these data
mean about .50. The rightmost column shows the absolute difference between the
proportion above and proportion below. When there is no bias in the coverage
probabilities, the expectation is that the values in this column will be zero (except for
sampling error). It can be seen that the proposed strategy outperforms the traditional
strategy by a considerable margin: .49 for ^-parameters and .25 for ^-parameters. This
suggests that the proposed strategy exhibited less bias than the traditional strategy with
respect to coverage properties.
5.2 Study Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
While in many respects the results from the study were encouraging, several study
limitations suggest that further research is required before it can be assumed that the
findings presented here generalize to operational practices. Study limitations may be
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divided into two general types: limitations in the study conditions and limitations in the
study methodology.

Table 5.1
Proportions of Coverage Probabilities Below or Above Expectation and the Absolute
Difference Between Proportion Below and Proportion Above.

Parameter

^-parameter

6-parameter

Scaling strategy

Proportion of
coverage
probabilities
below
expectation

Proportion of
coverage
probabilities
above
expectation

Absolute
difference

Traditional strategy

0.80

0.19

0.62

Proposed strategy

0.43

0.56

0.13

Traditional strategy

0.76

0.24

0.52

Proposed strategy

0.36

0.63

0.27

5.2.1 Limitations in the Study Conditions
Because the MCMC methods used to estimate the 1RT model parameters were so
computationally demanding, there were several practical limitations on the number of
study conditions. Indeed, the focus was on study conditions that did not require additional
estimation: scaling method and anchor length. Thus, several conditions of potential
interest were not studied here.
One such condition is test length. The present study looked at a test of moderate
length (40 items), but the findings presented here cannot be assumed to generalize to tests
of other lengths. Nevertheless, because the transformations are estimated using only the
anchor items, the impact of test length will primarily be limited to its impact on the
anchor item posteriors. Thus, very short test conditions could be of some interest because
of the difficultly in obtaining high quality estimates of anchor item parameters even when
examinee sample sizes are reasonable. Research into the utility of the proposed strategy
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under short test conditions mat be valuable because the challenges of short test suggest
that there is considerable room for improvement.
Along similar lines, the relationship between sample size and scaling strategy
efficacy should be investigated. For the current study, sample size played an atypical role
because ^-parameters were fixed to their true values during estimation (a point discussed
below in section 5.2.2). Still, even under such contrived conditions, the quality of the
estimated posteriors is likely to be impacted by sample size—especially when samples
are small. The performance of the proposed strategy is not known under small sample
conditions and as with short tests, the difficulties of small samples create considerable
opportunities for improvement.
One situation that may arise in practice that was not studied here occurs when
multiple test forms are scaled onto a common metric one after another such as when each
successive year of a test is scaled to the metric of a base year (e.g., year 1). In some cases,
anchor items may appear only on adjacent administrations. When this occurs, the
propagation of error accumulates with each successive scaling. Thus, it is under precisely
such conditions that accounting for the propagation of scaling error by using the proposed
strategy may be of greatest benefit. For this reason, research applying the proposed
strategy to multiple successive test forms could be especially fruitful.
Another condition that was not studied here but that may be of interest is anchor
quality. It has been shown that anchor composition may impact scaling (e.g., Keller &
Keller, 2003; Keller, 2004) especially when the anchor differs from the overall test with
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respect to difficulty or content area.5 Since the issue of unrepresentative anchors may
occur in practice due to oversight or the removal of some anchor items, it deserves study.
The success of the proposed strategy is not known under such conditions.
5.2.2 Limitations in the Study Methodology
Results from simulation studies must always be interpreted cautiously and the
current study is no exception. In general, with simulated or model-based data, one is
assured that the model fits the data and that error is due only to random sampling error
unless systematic error is deliberately added (to evaluate a model’s robustness to misfit,
for example). Conversely, the nature of error when using operational data can never be
known with certainty. Therefore, this study is limited—like all simulation studies—by
the extent to which operational data conform to the IRT model. When given operational
data are well-behaved—i.e., they behave like model-based data—one may be reasonably
confident that the simulated results generalize to that particular data. So, with respect to
the findings presented here, a prerequisite for generalizing to an operational practice is
that the IRT model fits the operational data. Naturally, this principle applies to most
simulation studies; however, even when the model does fit, there were several additional
methodological limitations of the current study that may limit its generalizability.
As mentioned above, all ^-parameters were fixed to their true values. This is
highly unrealistic and it is generally considered poor practice to fix model parameters
during estimation. However, while most simulation studies in the context of IRT
transform item parameter estimates to the scale of the generating parameters to compare
them with truth, it was rather important in the context of this study to avoid such a

5 When all else is equal, content differences can only affect the scaling when the
assumption of unidimensionality is not strictly satisfied.
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transformation because here scaling error was the subject of investigation and making an
additional adjustment (to the true metric) would have confounded the results. Thus, to
avoid this additional transformation, all ^-parameters were fixed to truth. Naturally,
fixing 0-parameters will impact estimation, if for no other reason than the enormous
increase in the ratio of response data to estimated parameters. Moreover, because 0parameters were not estimated, the impact of the proposed strategy on the transformed 0
posteriors could not be evaluated. This is unfortunate because 0-parameters are generally
of greatest interest to test users. Investigating the effect of the proposed strategy on 0
posteriors should be a principle concern of future research.
An additional limitation is due to the correction that was applied to the estimated
posteriors prior to the scaling. Recall that the posterior distributions generated by
SCORIGHT were imperfect (in fact, they were slightly biased). To remove this
imperfection as a potential confound, a correction was applied that adjusted the posteriors
such that they conformed to expectation. In so doing, the transformed posteriors could be
evaluated on the extent to which they preserved the idealized coverage properties they
possessed prior to being transformed. While this was helpful in removing a confound,
correcting the posteriors is obviously not possible in practice. Future research should
investigate the robustness of the proposed strategy when posteriors are flawed to begin
with.
5.3 Concluding Comments on the Practical Application of the Proposed Strategy
As was shown in chapter 4, results were overwhelmingly in favor of the proposed
method over the traditional method. Still, while these results were almost universally in
the desired direction, in many cases they were extremely modest. Additionally, while
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MCMC methods are of considerable research interest, they have yet to widely adopted by
practitioners. For these reasons, it is a fair question to ask: Do the benefits of the
proposed strategy justify the additionally work required to implement it? The answer to
this question depends on two factors: the amount of work and the supposed benefits.
At present, the amount of work required is likely to be considerable—posterior
distributions for the model parameters must be obtained and software must be written or
acquired to implement the proposed strategy. These challenges may diminish over time
as computing power increases and fully Bayesian models become more commonplace.
(Each test calibration took approximately 24 hours per 1.67 GHz processor. The scaling
itself took under 3 minutes.) With respect to the potential benefits, the benefits appear
modest given the effort required. Therefore, until posterior distributions become more
commonplace, the benefits of the proposed strategy may be of greatest interest when
measuring under extreme conditions such as the successive linking of multiple test forms,
short anchor tests, and high stakes for test users.
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APPENDIX A
SPECIFICATION OF PRIOR DISTRIBUTIONS FOR RESPONSE MODEL ITEM
PARAMETERS
SCORIGHT estimates parameter posterior distributions using a fully Bayesian
model. Thus, a set of prior distributions, /r(A I A), must be specified for every model
parameter. The following default priors were used during estimation.
For the 3PL, priors for the item parameters, a,-, bt, and c,-, are specified:
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where hi = log(<a;) and g(. = log(c, / (1 - c,)).
Similarly, the 2PL item parameter prior distributions are specified as follows:
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Likewise, these hyperparameters that describe the item parameter prior
distributions are governed by an additional set of prior distributions, or hyperpriors,
denoted r(A) and chosen to be conjugate and proper—i.e., chosen such that the posterior
distribution integrates to 1 (Wainer et al., 2007). For the prior means, the hyperpriors on
the P's were:
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P?'~MVN(0,Va),

P'3)~MVN(O.Vb),

p33'~MVN(0,Vq),

PP-MVNi 0,V„),

P'b2) ~ MVN(0,Vb),

P[p) ~ MVN(0,Va), and

PlP)~MVN( 0,Vb),

where V,

are set to 0 to be noninformative (Wang et al, 2004b). For the

covariance matrices, slightly informative inverse-Wishart hyperpriors are used:

'Z3PL ~ Inv - Wishart(3, M31),

Z2PL ~ lnv - Wishart(2, M2'), and
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TPoly ~ Inv - Wishartil, M21),

where
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These priors and hyperpriors are the default values in SCORIGHT when no prior
information is provided.
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APPENDIX B
BAYESIAN ESTIMATION OF IRT MODELS
Considerable research has gone into the use of Bayesian IRT models; however,
the brief overview that follows draws heavily on the recent work by Bradlow, Wainer,
and Wang. These researchers have a growing number of commendable Bayesian IRT
related publications that are particularly relevant here because they authored the
estimation software, SCORIGHT, used in this study. However, it is hoped that this
emphasis does not overshadow the earlier contributions of others upon which their work
stands (e.g., Swaminathan and Gifford (1982, 1985, 1986); Lord (1986); Mislevy (1986);
Tsutakawa and Lin, 1986; not to mention those working outside the context of
psychometrics).
Bayes theorem can be expressed as follows:

Pr(A I B) - L(A I B)Pr(A),

(Bl)

where ?r{A\B) is the posterior distribution of A, L(A\B) is the likelihood of A given B, and
Pr(A) is the prior distribution of A. As was shown in the previous section, the Bayesian
model comprises three components: the likelihood, L(U I

A), the set of priors, /r(A I A) ,

and the hyperpriors, t(A) . Thus, in the context of fully Bayesian IRT models, Bayes
theorem can be expressed as follows:

p(X \U)~\L{U\

A )k{X I A)t(A)JA ,
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(B2)

where /?(A I U) is the set of marginal posterior distributions. This would be simple
enough were it not for the fact that here no closed-form solution exists for this integral
(Wainer et al, 2007). Nevertheless, draws from these posteriors may be obtained using
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods.
Since A cannot be integrated out of Equation B2, it is necessary to work with the
conditional distribution, /?(A I A,U), rather than the posterior distribution. MCMC
methods provide a framework for so doing. Wainer et al. (2007) describe their
implementation of the MCMC algorithm as follows:

1.

Let t = iteration number = 0. Obtain an initial estimate for parameters A and
{hyperparameters} A, denote them by A(0) and A((,) {i.e., A(/) and Am}. {Note that
A and A have been given an additional dimension, indicated by the superscript, to
indicate iteration number.}

2.

Let t = t + 1. Draw a sample from the conditional distribution /?(A(/ ’ I A(r_l ’, U).

3.

Draw a sample from the conditional distribution p(A,n I An,U).

4.

If t < M , then go to [2], where M' < M is the number of iterations to bum in and
M - M1 is the number of iterations used for estimation, (p. 242)

(Some symbols have been changed from Wainer et al. (2007) to conform to the above
formulations. Additionally, {curly-bracketed} text was added for clarification.) Direct
sampling from the conditional distribution is not straightforward. For this reason,
SCORIGHT utilizes the Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm to sample from a more
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straightforward distribution (Chib & Greenberg, 1995). Warner et al. (2007) explain that
the M-H algorithm, as implemented in SCORIGHT, works by:

1.

Choosing a sampling density g(9) that does admit straightforward sampling.

2.

Obtain a sampled value from g(9); denote this value as 6*.

3.

Compute f(6*) and g(9*), the height of the target and sampling density at 0*.

4.

Compute r = min(l,/(0*) / g(9*)), and accept the drawn value of 9* with
probability r (i.e., &VX) = 0*); otherwise, let $,+V) = 9n. (p. 243)

Here, r may be written as:

r = min

( P(^ I
kp(¥(,)

ir;,, u)g(vmy\

(B3)

where i// ' is a random draw from the sampling density, g(y/), 'Ftn(f) is the current (/)

parameter and hyperparameter vector excluding parameter y/{!\ and U is the response
vector as before. The M-H algorithm does not specify that only one parameter be drawn
at a time, however, SCORIGHT works in this manner. Nevertheless, the retention of a
given individual draw is conditional on the current likelihood, which is based on the
current set of draws, 'FuJ(r), and thus any set of same-numbered draws, 'Fw 1, may be

treated as an approximation of a single random multi-dimensional draw from the entire
multi-dimensional posterior.
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In SCORIGHT, the sampling density is g(y/) ~ N(y/U),cx g2)—a normal
distribution that is centered at the previous draw, y/{t\ with a variance set by selecting a c
that yields an acceptance rate (as per step 4 above) of 20% to 40%, which has been
shown to lead to satisfactory results (Wainer et al, 2007).
Two practical issues arise from using this strategy. First, the starting distributions
may be far from the target distributions. Consequently, a large number of initial draws are
usually discarded to reduce or eliminate the impact of the starting distributions on the
posteriors. These iterations are typically called burn-in draws. Second, serial
autocorrelation across iterations may lead to underestimated standard error estimates if
the draws are assumed to be independent. This may be avoided by estimating variance
using a time-series-based method. However, these estimates are difficult to obtain and
consequently Wainer et al. (2007) suggest thinning or subsampling the chain. When
thinning, only the Mi simulation draw is retained, where k is some integer (e.g., k= 10).
By thinning, the assumption of independence of the draws is more tenable. The price of
this independence is reduced accuracy, given a fixed amount of computing time
(Maceachem & Berliner, 1994).
The number of burn-in iterations needed to reach a stationary distribution is
unknown at the time of estimation. Thus, to verify that a stationary target distribution is
reached, convergence must be tested. Standard SCORIGHT output includes the most
common of such tests, which is essentially an F-test. The F-test is conducted by running
multiple (typically 3 to 5) independent chains and examining the ratio of within- to
between-chain variation for each of the estimated hyperparameters, p and 2 (Wainer et
al., 2007). This ratio is then used to estimate the factor by which the variability of the
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hyperparameter posterior would be reduced were the estimation to carry on forever. This

factor is denoted

. For example, given D retained draws and C chains, this ratio is

computed as follows:

Yd- i
k~D~

C +1 B ^

df

(B4)

CD W ) df-2 ’

where B is D multiplied by the variance between each chain’s mean draw, Wis the
average of each within-chain variance, and df is the degrees of freedom for the given
hyperparameter’s target distribution (see Gelman & Rubin, 1992 for a derivation of df).

When

< 1.2, the posterior distribution is usually close enough to the target

distribution for most applications (Gelman, Carlin, Stem, & Rubin, 2004). The estimated
ratio, B /W , has its own distribution, which can be approximated by an F-distribution
with C - 1 degrees of freedom in the numerator and 2W C / var(s2) in the denominator,
where s2 is the within-chain variance (Gelman & Rubin, 1992). SCORIGHT provides

yfk for p = .50 and p = .975 .
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